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Abstract
This research describes a dynamic hand gesture recognition system that
can simplify the way humans interact with computers and many other
non-critical consumer electronic equipments. The proposed system is
based on the well-known "Wave Controller" technology developed at the
University of Wollongong [1-3] and will revolutionize video gaming and
consumer electronics control interfaces. Currently, computer interfacing
mainly involves keyboard, mouse, joystick or gaming wheels and
occasionally voice recognition for user input. These modes of interaction
have restrained the artistic ability of many users, as they are required to
respond to the computer through pressing buttons or moving other
apparatus.
Most of the drawbacks associated with the existing human computer
interaction devices can be tackled by using a reliable hand gesture
recognition system that facilitates interaction between users and
computers and other consumer electronic equipment in real time. This will
further enhance the user experience as users no longer have any physical
connection to the equipment being controlled. This system can also be
extended to a sign language system for the benefit of the disabled
including those with speech disabilities. Currently (February 2011), this
work is incorporated into "Talking Head" robotic displayed at Sydney Power
House museum to interact with robot. Public can used hand gestures to
manipulate the robot using this research developed here.
This research has culminated in development of the entire dynamic hand
gesture system using Open Computer Vision (OpenCV) platform which has
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dramatically increased the processing speed by about 200% compared to
Matlab based processing. This has also resulted in running the entire
system on devices such as Smart Phones without the need for Matlab.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
With their ever-increasing processing power and plummeting costs, the use
of computers and other microcontroller-based consumer electronics
equipments in the average home is increasing. Whether in our lounge room,
bedroom or office, a number of electronic devices may require commands
to perform some valuable tasks. It could be the television set, the VCR or
the set-top box waiting for our command to provide us with music or
perhaps news and the command may reach them with a push of a button of
a remote controller or a keyboard. People have long tried to replace such
controller with voice recognition or glove-based devices [4-8], with mixed
results. Glove-based devices are tethered to the main processor with
cables that restrict the user's natural ability to communicate. Many of these
approaches have been implemented to focus on a single aspect of gesture,
such as hand tracking, hand posture estimation, or hand pose classification,
using uniquely colored gloves or markers on hands or fingers [9-17].
Technological experts overwhelmingly agree that the bottleneck in
computer and gaming adoption is the human-computer interface. This is
evident from the popularity of the Nintendo gaming console, which has
replaced its traditional game pad with a remote controller called "Wii". This
has increased computer usage and is increasingly engaging the older
generation who do not like using the traditional keyboard and mouse to
1

interact with gaming electronic entertainment units. This has further thrust
human computer interaction (HCI) to a new level of sophistication and hand
gesture recognition is seen at the forefront of that trend [2]. The
development of the "Wave Controller" has demonstrated that traditional
computer can be replaced effectively with a hand gesture recognition
system.

Hand gesture recognition systems rely on computer vision to recognize
hand gestures in the presence of any background clutter. These hand
gestures must then be uniquely identified to issue control signals to the
computer or another entertainment unit. During the past 18 years, many
attempts have been made with mixed success to recognize hand gesture.
Some of the drawbacks of the original system were their inability to run in
real time with modest computing power and low classification scores in
gesture recognition. Most of the techniques relied on template matching [11]
or shape descriptors and required more processing time than could be
provided in real time. Furthermore, the users were restricted to wearing
gloves or markers to increase reliability, and were also required to be at a
preset distance from the camera. These restrictions meant that a practical
system that could operate in a lounge room was unthinkable. In 2007, a
truly practical system [2] that was capable of running on modest computing
power in real time was unveiled at the University of Wollongong, which was
distinguished from previous attempts by a few marked differences:
1. using a minimum number of gestures offers higher accuracy with
less confusion;
2. only low processing power is required to process the gestures,
making the system useful for simple consumer control devices;
3. the system is very robust to lighting variations;
4. and the system operates in real time.
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1.2 System Overview
The research discussed here has been significantly improved from the
attempt using static hand gesture system [1], which comprises a web
camera, gesture processing unit, hardware interface for the control unit and
a universal remote control. The webcam is used to capture the hand
gestures which are then registered, normalised and feature-extracted for
eventual classification to control the remote controller. Matlab is used
throughout the project for real-time data processing and classification and
controlling through a parallel port. Once the user hand gesture matches
with a pre-defined command, the command will be issued to the
corresponding remote control via a parallel port.

The system proposed here is a dynamic one compared with the previous
system which can be seen as a static one. The new system is a real time
system

with

moderate

computing

requirements

while

recognizing

significantly more gestures than the seven known to the "Wave Controller"
[1]. Dynamic gesture recognition also minimizes the problems associated
with hand moments in static hand gesture recognition systems. The
dynamic system is capable of rejecting unintentional gestures more easily
than a static system because of the start and stop routines associated with
dynamic gestures. When an image is acquired, it is processed and noise
removed and classified immediately to see whether the captured gesture is
the predefined gesture 'start' so that successive gesture could be captured.
Hence any unintentionally gesture will disregarded by the system. If and
when a 'start' gesture is recognized, the system will be ready to capture a
second, third and many more to interpret them further actions. The
capturing and interpreting will cease once a predefined gesture 'stop' is
captured. We have set the system to capture images every 250
milliseconds. In our new attempt to process and recognize images using
3

C++ instead of MATLAB, we have succeeded in using less computing
power and process more images in real time. We have used Microsoft
Visual Studio 2008 to implement the system Graphical User Interface (GUI)
and open source toolkit OpenCV for image processing tasks. This has
resulted in a ten-fold speed up of the processing which facilitates dynamic
gesture recognition.

1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 – Introduction: presents the motivation and generally describes
the system and method.

Chapter 2 – Literature Review: introduces the essential related work
focusing on the four major phrases of a vision-based hand gesture
recognition system. The four main phrases are: video capturing, image
processing and segmentation, feature extracting and gesture classification.

Chapter 3 – Image Processing: analyses the video capturing, image
processing and segmentation algorithms in our system. The image
processing occupies a dominant place in the whole hand gesture
recognition system, which mainly focuses on the noise removal,
thresholding and morphological operation algorithms. For hand region
segmentation, the transformation of color space is analysed, and the
YCbCr color space was used as the skin filter for our system.

Chapter 4- Feature Extraction: introduces the concept and meaning of
moment descriptors especially the definition and characteristics of the Hu
moment invariants, which are invariant to a variety of transformations
including translation, scale and rotation.
4

Chapter 5 – Gesture Classification: analyses the basic principle of SVM,
and discusses the linear and non-linear SVM algorithms from the point of
view of optimal hyperplane. Then several major multi-class classification
SVM algorithms are analysed followed by the selection of parameters and
penalty factor.

Chapter 6 – System Testing and Experiment Results: simulates all phrases
to testify the feasibility of algorithms proposed in our system.

Chapter 7 – Conclusion and Future Works: concludes the work and
proposes the next work and arrangement.

1.4 Some Original Contributions
The following innovative steps highlight the uniqueness of the dynamic
gesture recognition approach:
1. Dynamic hand gestures are used instead of static had gestures,
which enhances the robustness of the system. Also by using
dynamic method produces more command sequences than the
number of static hand gestures.
2. The SVM is employed for the data training and recognizing. The
main advantage by using SVM is that it can effectively resolve the
problem with small amount of samples. In addition, SVM can avoid
the problem of local minimum happening when using neural net
works.
3. Arm removal algorithm is proposed for effective hand gesture
recognition.
4. C and C++ code is used instead of Matlab, which leads to modest
computing power.
5

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Mice and key boards have been playing the role of bridge between human
and machine. However, these traditional interfaces have restrained the
artistic ability of many users as they are required to respond to the
computer through pressing buttons or moving other apparatus. Efforts have
been devoted to overcome the drawback by developing more natural
interaction methods between human and machine, such as voice-based
recognition and gesture-based recognition. There are many forms of
gestures including hand gestures, general body gestures and facial
expressions. In this chapter hand gesture based human-computer
interaction is considered.

As a non-verbal interaction method, hand gesture recognition ranges from
interactions with data glove devices to interactions with vision-based hand
gestures. In the context of human computer interfaces a typical example of
data glove-based system was proposed by Lee et al. [18], which allows the
users to interact with a robot. Kim et al. [19] used a data glove named
KHU-1, which can be seen in Figure 2.1, to recognize simple gestures such
as scissors, rock and paper. However, approaches using sensor gloves are
not unrealistic due to the obtrusive cables together with the devices which
tie the users to fixed areas of the work place. Also, the cost of the initial
6

purchase and later maintenance is so expensive that put them out of reach
of common utility.

Figure 2. 1 The KHU-1 Data Glove [19].

On the other hand, vision-based hand gestures recognition approaches
show the promise because of their unrestricted characteristics and simple
structures. Fujitsu laboratory accomplished an experiment on sign
language with 46 symbols which can be seen in Figure 2.2 by Takahashi et
al. [20]. Davis et al. [21] used high bright fingertip glove as tracking object
to recognize seven gestures. Starner et al. [22] set up a system for
recognizing American Sign Language [23], which can be seen in Figure 2.3,
in sentence level and the accuracy is 99.2%. Grobel et al. [24] extracted
feature vectors from video frames to recognize 262 different signs with an
accuracy of 94%.

Generally speaking a vision based hand gesture recognition system
includes four sequential steps which are image processing, gesture
segmentation, feature extraction and gesture classification. The flowchart
can be depicted by Figure 2.4.

In this chapter the main contributions,

limitations, advantages and disadvantages of works which are most
7

relevant to vision based hand gesture recognition systems will be
reviewed.

Figure 2. 2 Japanese Kana manual alphabet [20].
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Figure 2. 3 The American Sign Language [23].

Image
Processing

Gesture
Segmentation

Feature
Selection

Gesture
Classification

Figure 2. 4 Stages of vision based gesture recognition system.
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2.2 Video Capture
Vision

based

gesture

recognition

methods

can

be

divided

into

mono-camera based methods and multi-camera based methods according
to the number of cameras used in the system.

2.2.1 Mono-camera Based Gesture Recognition System
Mono-camera based gesture recognition systems use one camera to
record images of hand gestures. It can establish the planar model of the
hand gesture or restore the 3D model which is used for following feature
extraction and classification stages. Such an approach would be ideal for
real-time interaction between computers and humans because it requires
simpler input devices and less computational task due to using one single
camera, which is vital for enhancing the speed of whole system.

In the work proposed by Segen et al. [25], the authors set up a system
successfully using one single camera to recognize three natural gestures
and track two fingers in 3D dimension. The system, which can be seen in
Figure 2.5, uniquely used a point light source working together with camera
to generating the shadow of hand on a table, which is used to restore the
3D information. By computing the 3D parameters acquired from projection
of hand and its shadow, this system identifies one dynamic and two static
hand gestures fast and stably. However, the problem is that due to the lack
of more details in the image of shadow, one of the gestures has a very low
recognition rate. Moreover, the position of hand in front of camera is
restricted at a certain position because the occlusion occurs when the hand
is close to the table, which leads to the failure of acquisition of shadow. At
last the calibration of angle between source light and camera limits the
system tremendously.
10

Generally speaking, due to the fact that only one visual angle is available in
mono-camera gesture recognition system, more conditions are added to
achieve the satisfying recognition result in system using one camera, such
as the uniform background and basically parallel plane between moment of
hand and scene of camera.
Light

Camera

Table
Figure 2. 5 System setup with one camera [25].

2.2.2 Multi-camera Based Gesture Recognition System.
Multi-camera based computer-human interaction systems use two or more
cameras to record and track the moments of hand. Multiple cameras can
form 3D model of gesture which is used for later classification and
recognition stages.

In a vision-based man-machine interaction system set up by Utsumi et al.
[26], as seen in Figure 2.6, three non-synchronous cameras were
employed to track hand moment and recognize the appearance of the
user's hand using geometrical structures. This interface enables a user
unrestrictedly manipulate a 3D object and change its size and color in a
virtual scene. This work is based on an earlier work done in [27], in which

11

five cameras were employed to recognize the position, orientation and the
appearance of both hands.

The common advantage of these two approaches is that it doesn't need to
employ strong assumption on environment like in most mono-camera
human-computer interaction systems and it doesn't need to avoid occlusion
and scalability problems that one camera based gesture recognition
systems usually have. This advantage makes the system using more
cameras more robust. The disadvantage, on the other hand is that the
computing data is tremendous due to the number of camera adopted,
which lead to much longer initiating and identifying time. Plus the
complexity of model and device required, multi-cameras gesture
recognition systems are not idea for real-time applications.

Figure 2. 6 Multi-camera based gesture recognition system [26].
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2.3 Image Segmentation
Hand gesture segmentation is one of the most important steps in visionbased human-computer interaction system, which significantly affects the
ultimate recognition rate and the effect of the whole system.

2.3.1 Threshold-Based Segmentation
Threshold-based segmentation is one of the traditional and classical
segmentation methods. It can be divided into Non-Contextual and
Contextual method depending on the information used is whether local or
global, which is also named Point-Dependent or Region-Dependent
method. According to the threshold value used is whether the same for
whole image or changeable for different regions, it can also be divided into
global threshold or local threshold segmentation methods.

Threshold-based segmentation methods use threshold values of different
features to divide the points of an image into several classes. The features
used to set a particular threshold value are commonly from the original
images such as gray information or color information, and features
converted from original images. Hypothetically the original image is

,

and the threshold value is set to T following a particular feature, then the
image is divided into two parts:
,
,

,

If

is assigned to 0 and

.
.

(2.1)

is assigned to 1, the image is actually

converted to a binary image. Generally speaking thresholding operation is
considered as a function on gray value or local characteristic, and position
of a particular point in an image, which can be defined as:
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T x, y, N ,

,

,

(2.2)

In this function f(x, y) is the gray value of point (x, y) and N(x, y) is the local
characteristic of point (x, y). Three different prototypes of thresholding can
be drawn according the different limitations of T, which are drawn as follow:
● point related global thresholding T

,

which is only related to

gray value of point.
● region related global thresholding T

T N ,

,

,

which is

related to gray value and neighboring characteristic of point.
● adaptive thresholding T

T x, y, N ,

,

,

which is related to

position, gray value and neighboring characteristic of point [11].

The development of image threshold has attracted extensive concern from
researchers and many of methods have been developed to select the best
threshold value [28]. However, just like other image segmentation
algorithms, there is no quite content thresholding algorithm which can be
applied for all kinds of images. Histogram is one of the most popular and
simplest threshold features used to fulfill the segmentation due to its low
computational complexity and non-recursive characteristic [29], [30].

In research work proposed by Ostu [31], satisfying threshold result was
found by using gray level histograms. This method can automatically select
a threshold from the histogram of gray level which was derived from
discriminant analysis point of view. The method considers the problem of
gray level image segmentation as a classification problem in which two
classes are formed from the set of pixels of the gray scale image [32]. The
optimum threshold is determined by the discriminant criterion which
maximizes the discriminant measurement of separability of the resultant
classes in gray levels. The advantage of this method is that it is very simple
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because only the zero and the first order cumulative moments of the gray
scale histograms are used and it can be easily extended to resolve
multi-threshold problems. Also the optimal threshold is set automatically
and stable since it is based on global characteristic of histogram rather
than local one.

In another research by Ohlander [33] the author developed an algorithm of
local thresholding which is very practical for segmenting color images and
has been applied to a variety of problems. The color features are
histogrammed individually and each of them is analysed. Then the value of
threshold is determined by the most prominent peak in histograms.

Nakagawa and Rosenfeld [34] made an assumption that the object and
background have their own and distinctive mean of distribution. Based on
the assumption, the threshold value can be set to gray level which is
closest to the minimum probability between two adjacent peaks.

Li et al. [35] presented an approach using 2D histogram of image to select
an optimal value of threshold. Unlike other methods that just simply extend
1D-histogram-based algorithm to 2D one, the authors in this work used
Fisher Linear Discriminant to acquire optimal projection of the 2D
histogram which is created by using local average histogram. The result
proved that the computational time consumed is as low as using 1D
histogram but this technique proposed gives much better segmentation
effect

Dong et al. [30] developed an iterative threshold algorithm which is efficient
to search threshold from the 1D or 2D histogram of images. This approach
has less computational complexity than the one proposed by Otsu [31] but
achieved similar result. The authors developed a new search method
15

instead of exhaustive method used in Otsu's research using a square
criterion to determine the gray level which a pixel should belong to.

Generally speaking the advantages of threshold based segmentation
methods are their less computational complexity and better effect for
closed images. The disadvantage is that they are prone to be affected by
the background gray level and noise.

2.3.2 Active Contour Models
The Active Contour Models which is also named Smart Snakes algorithm is
one of the most classical segmentation methods [36] [37]. In this model
contours of regions are deemed as smooth curves and a snake is an
energy-minimizing spline which is controlled by internal and external
constraint forces. The internal constraint force represents the limitation of
smooth contour. External constraint force consists of two energies which
are image energy and control energy. The energy of image is determined
by the gray level, gradient and curvature radius of a pixel on contour. The
energy of control represents the repulsion and attraction from the points in
image to the contour. This model merges three stages of a segmentation
process and the ultimate boundary acquired is a smooth curve. Snakes are
active contour models because they track the edges nearby automatically
and localize them accurately. A snake keeps seek the local minimum value
of the energy function and optimizes the energy function to approach the
real contour. This turns the edge extraction problem into optimization
problem whose final objective is to find the minimizing energy function.
Defining the position of a snake parametrically by

,

, the

energy function can be described as:
v
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(2.3)

v

α s |v s |

|v

s |

,
The internal energy
contour

(2.4)
(2.5)

defines a internal transformation energy of

and consists of continuous energy

and energy of

. The first order coefficient α is to constrain the distance of pixels on a
snake in order to keep two points not to far or too close. The second order
coefficient

is the function of angle formed by a point and two of its

adjacent points which is used to control the rigidity of contour.
The external energy
energy

v includes the energy of image

and

produced by external force of constraint, which is used to

attract the snake to the obvious feature of an image such as the edge of an
object. The energy of image represents the fit close of local features and
points on contour. The constraint force in external is the extra condition
which is zero in common place added factitiously.
(2.6)
In this formula

,

is the scalar function of the image

snake will be led to the edge of the image if

,

,

and the
.

This method was first used by Heap [38] in a research work in which a 2D
deformable active shape model was applied. Segmentation results show
that this algorithm copes well with background clutter. Cootes et al. [39]
improved this method so that partially objects can be located in images
with noise and clutter.

However, an initial contour is a prerequisite for the smart snake to start
iterating then achieve an optimal boundary finally. Thus when the object is
much complex or much close to other objects it is difficult to determine an
initial contour. This sensitivity to the initial position leads to requirement of
other supplementary methods to set the start point nearby the ROI region.
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Also the energy function is prone to converge to local extremum rather than
global one or becomes non-convergent.

2.3.3 Split and Merge
It is straightforward and efficient to segment the object in image by using
split and merge method which means it recursively partitions the whole
image into smaller regions or merges together a quantity of tiny regions
based on certain satisfaction [40] [41]. The image is initially seen as a
whole region but it will be split into a number of parts if it is not
homogenous according to the method described in [40] that four equal split
rectangles are generated from the original large region. The every acquired
sub-region is treated as same as the entire image at the beginning of the
process and will be split into four regions until it is examined out
homogeneous. Finally the smaller regions are homogeneous respectively
but some adjacent regions are so alike from the statistical point of view that
they can be merged into a large region. Thus the whole process can be
considered as an iterative splitting and merging procedure.

This quad-tree structured split and merge method is widely used in image
segmentation due to its simplicity and computing efficiency. However, the
problem is that the segmented edges from this algorithm have only two
directions which are horizontal and vertical. And the borders of the
quad-tree nodes also restrain the positioning of the edges [42]. This
disadvantage keeps the algorithm away from the semantic segmentation
because of its difficulty to apply rigid rectilinear segmentation boundaries to
objects with arbitrary orientation, which gives rise to some efforts to
overcome this drawback. In [42] threshold method is adopted so that
regions with arbitrary shape and orientation will be extracted. The
proposed algorithm can reduce the number of split regions since a quad
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split

occurs

only

when

the

threshold

generates

inhomogeneous

segmentation regions. The result is that the modified algorithm is
successful for regions with arbitrary shaped border. In another work
conducted by Wu [43] the author changed the rigid split and merge process
to a more flexible one in which the region will be partitioned into two
sub-regions by using angle criterion. The best split angle is examined from
horizontal, 45, vertical and 135 degrees and the angle from which the
minimum squared error is given will be used. This algorithm shows better
segmentation result toward the semantic images with the same
computational complexity.

2.3.4 Boundary Based Segmentation
There usually is a tremendously change of gray level for pixels which are
on the boundary of an image. Namely the gray values in different regions of
an image are not continuous. The boundary based segmentation method
just utilizes this feature to detect the edge between adjacent regions.
Actually the points on the boundary will be detected first and then these
points are connected into a contour following a certain criterion to form the
segmented area of an object. The simplest method in this field is the
parallel differential operator algorithm which adopts the first order or
second order derivative to examine the pixels on the edge. Besides there
are also other algorithms of boundary based segmentation such as
algorithms based on curve fitting, edge fitting and reaction-diffusion
equation.

In the parallel differential operator algorithms the severe changes of the
gray level is examined by the extremum of the first order derivative or by
the zeros of the second order derivative. The commonly used first order
operator is the gradient operator, Prewitt operator and Sobel operator. On
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the other hand the second order operator frequently utilized is Laplacian
operator, Kirsch operator and Wallis operator. The gradient operator is too
sensitive to the information of boundary and noise of images.
The curve fitting based algorithm segments the boundary of image
between different regions by using plane curve which is based on the
gradient information. Because the acquired boundary by using this method
is straightway a curve rather than discrete points of edge, it is very helpful
for the following senior steps. In the actual application an initial curve
should be given depending on the experiential segmentation of similar
images and then the parameters of the initial curve are adjusted by
optimizing the objective function to fit the data of image which finally
determine the specific curve. This method takes full advantage of the local
characteristics of images and is suitable for medical image segmentation.
However, the disadvantage is that due to the existence of differential
operation it is prone to be affected by the measurement noise and
especially for the gradual surface. Also it is difficult to establish the edge
connectivity of an image.

2.3.5 Region Growing
The principle of the region growing segmentation method is just as the
suggestion of its name. A seed pixel in the segmenting region must be
determined as the starting point of growth, and then it will absorb a set of
pixels which are similar with the seed pixel in certain criterion in
neighbouring region. Pixels which are not similar with any of the pixels in
neighbouring regions are set as new seed pixels. This process repeats until
there is no pixel could be merged, which means the segmentation task is
completed and a region of object is formed. It is obvious that the selection
of the seed pixel, the rule of the growth and the criterion of similarity are the
most important for this segmentation method, which on the other hand is
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also the most difficult and challenging issues to deal with. Chang et al. [44]
proposed a merge criterion by evaluating region homogeneity based on
feature distribution and statistical similarity. The good aspect of this merge
criterion is that it reduces the number of merge regions which enhances the
speed of growing process. Wan et al. [45] proposed a symmetric region
growing algorithm which is insensitive to the starting point and also is
applicable for 3D segmentation. In another work [46] the unique feature is
that small regions of which the characteristic value is far away from certain
criterion are merged into neighbouring regions together with their values.
This method can be applied to both gray and color images.

All in all many region based segmentation algorithms including
split-and-merge and region growing do not achieve satisfying segmentation
results by working alone. Thus some hybrid segmentation algorithms have
come to the fore. In works [47], [48] both the edge-based method and
region-based method are combined together to complete the segmentation.
The result is that the edge-based technique assists the region-based
technique acquire more optimal merging criterion.

2.4 Feature Set
The human hand has a complicated articulated structure, as can be seen in
Figure 2.7 [49], which is composed of 27 DOF. Thus it is crucial to find an
efficient set of characteristic features for the robustness and speed of the
whole recognition process. Feature sets can be divided into many
categories among which high level features, low level features and features
of image itself are most common used ones.
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6 DOF Wrist

Figure 2. 7 The kinematic model of human hand [49].

2.4.1 Model Based Approaches
High level features such as fingertips, fingers, joint locations, and the links
between joints are derived from kinematic models. Model based
approaches try to animate the pose of the joint and palm angles by 2D
appearance projected from 3D kinematic hand models, as seen in Figure
2.8. This can be described as a problem of search of kinematic parameters
in high dimension space.
In one of the earliest research work of model based approach by Rehg et al.
[51] which leveraged the earlier work done in [52] which is for general hand
tracking, the authors proposed a system called DigitEyes which modelled
image information as a mapping of 3D hand model into the image. In this
method the joint angles of the fingers and the pose of the palm are
projected into a set of features which are lines and points and enables the
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full use of 27 DOF. The hand model used can be seen from Figure 2.9
reprinted from [51], which is described by a 28 dimensional state vector.
However several disadvantages of this approach make it unsuitable for real
time use. Firstly, the stability depends on the initial parameters of each
frame which must be close to the solution. Secondly, the tracking process
is sensitive to the noise especially in complicated background. Finally, this
approach is affected heavily by the self-occlusion.

Figure 2. 8 The 3-D model (left) and its projection (right) [50].

Figure 2. 9 Kinematic models, illustrated for fourth finger and thumb [51].

Another work [53] proposed a tracking system based on 3D hand model
which can be animated by using parameters of pose and angles of joints. In
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this approach a database of known hand poses and configurations are set
up in advance, in which a set of joint angles and pose parameters for a
particular configuration are stored. Only the configurations which play the
important role in spelling the finger are used to track the hand and principal
component analysis is used to reduce the dimensionality of the feature
space. Compared with "pure tracking" methods which track hand
configuration every frame, this approach employs 3D configurations
interpolation between familiar views.

Wu et al. proposed a novel approach for tracking articulated hand motion
by learning and integrating hand motion priors [54]. First in order to reduce
the computational complexity of searching in high dimensional space this
approach decouples the hand poses and finger articulation and integrates
them in an iterative framework. Then a manifold model which can
characterize the hand articulation configuration is set up. Meanwhile the
powerful Monte Carlo tracking algorithm is proposed by employing
important sampling technique to incorporate the model prior to the tracking
process. At last an Iterative Closed Point (ICP) algorithm based 3D
cardboard model is employed to determine the hand pose. Although the
model proposed in this approach is effective and efficient for tracking the
articulated hand, several problems remain and one of them is that it cannot
deal with large rotation and scaling very well. Apart from this the need of
manual calibration for specific users is also a problem to overcome.

Generally speaking high level features including fingertips, joint angles and
the links between joints are desirable due to the high compaction of the
representation. However, the common problem of model based approach
is the difficulty to extract robust features without any restrictions. This is
because human hand is so complicated and rather textureless that the
features are usually extracted from the occluded boundaries. Thus
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environment with uniform background and high contrast is usually required.
2.4.2 Appearance Based Approaches
Due to the difficulty to extract features from model based approaches, the
majority of studies rely on appearance approaches which use 2D
characteristics to represent the appearance of the hand. The staple
features used in appearance based approaches to detect human hand and
recognize gestures include hand colors and shapes, local hand features
and optical flow from segmented hand images, binary hand silhouettes or
hand blobs and contours.

Skin color is one of the most important image characteristics to track and
localize the hand. Imagawa et al. [55] proposed a real-time system which
tracks the human hand performing sign language based on skin color. This
method has been tested for hand tracking using actual sign language
motion by native signers. However, the most difficult task for color based
algorithms to handle is the discrimination between skin color hand and
objects with similar color. In addition, color based algorithms are very
sensitive to the variation of illumination. In order to overcome the sensitivity
problem of illumination Wu et al. [56] proposed a method for non-stationary
color

based

hand

tracking

system

by

employing

two

different

representations which can be applied for different people under different
lighting conditions. In this algorithm the structure adaptive self-organizing
map (SASOM) neural network is developed to serve as a new color model.
The experiment results indicate that it is powerful for image segmentation
to use this representation. And the non-stationary color tracking problem is
formulated as a model transduction problem, from which a way of adapting
and transducing color classifiers in non-stationary color distributions can be
provided. And two algorithms, which are based on the SASOM color model
and the Gaussian mixture color model, are proposed to implement the
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model transduction. This method is tested to successfully handle the
non-stationary

color

tracking

and

implemented

into

a

real-time

vision-based human-computer interaction system.

Shape based appearance features, especially global contour based
representations which are translation, scale and rotation invariant such as
Fourier descriptors and Zernike moments are widely used in vision based
human computer interaction systems. Zernike moments are a set of
orthogonal complex moments which are scale, translation and rotation
invariant theoretically [57]. In one of the earliest work using Zernike
moments [57] the image is first normalized with respect to these
parameters by its regular geometrical moments and then scale and
translation invariance are acquired. It is required to develop a systematic
reconstruction based algorithm for deciding the highest order of Zernike
moments, the quality of which is examined through the comparison with the
original one. The moments employed keeps being included until the image
reconstructed from them is close enough to the original image. It is
practical to use the Zernike moments as features because the
orthogonality property simplifies the image reconstruction process. In
addition, the order of the moments can be weighted by its contribution to
the reconstruction which means the ability to represent the image. The
result shows that a 99% classification accurate is obtained by using the
features proposed in this research work.

Another set of descriptors which are invariant to scale, rotation and
transformation are the Fourier descriptors. Fourier descriptors are the
Fourier coefficients of the object boundary, which is the frequency domain
analysis of the boundary curve signal. It is well established to identify 2D
shapes using the Fourier Descriptors and the advantages of its scale,
translation and rotation characteristics enable it widely be used in hand
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gesture recognition with a closed planar figure [58]. However, the Fourier
Descriptors are sensitive to the starting point on the shape boundary [59].
To overcome this weakness, Licsar et al. [59] proposed a human computer
interaction system based on shape analysis. This appearance based
method employed modified Fourier descriptors (MFD) to implement the
classification. Besides the original characteristics inherited the MFD is
robust against noise when shape boundary contains local irregularities
because of image noise. Having a new distance measurement to describe
and compare closed curve makes the MFD computationally efficient
because this distance measurement computes a simple standard deviation.
Based on the MFD, the training and recognition is implemented by an
interactive supervised method in which adaptation for untrained gestures is
also solved by hand signal. The accuracy is 99% for trainer testing and
92%-95% for testing by new users.

Recently the eigenspace approaches which were initially proposed for face
recognition [60] have attracted attention of the researchers. The essence of
the eigenspace is to find a small variety of orthogonal basis images to
represent a large set of training images with the purpose of acquiring a
compacted approximate encoding. These basis images which span a
sub-space of training set form the space of eigen. Theoretically any training
image can be approximately reconstructed by a linear combination of the
basis images. In [61] the authors proposed a near-real-time human face
recognition system based on eigenspace approach. This system has a
feature space which spans a significant variations among known images of
faces and images need to be compared. It is projected into that feature
space namely eigenspace to be functioned. Instead of using features such
as eyes, ears and noses this approach characterizes an individual face
image in the terms of weighted sum of the eigenspace features, and what
is only necessary to do in recognition process is to compare these weight
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with the ones of known images. Due to the wide application of eigenspace
in face recognition system, this approach has been extended into
application of hand gesture recognition system. However, the previous
proposed eigenspace based methods are not invariant to image translation,
scale and rotation. In addition, for standard eigenspace algorithms, the
dependence on a least squares fit between an image and the eigenspace
[62] can result in inaccurate recognition result when structured noise
appears in the input image. To overcome these weakness Black et al. [63]
made some major improvements to the original eigenspace approach
algorithms, which is more adaptive on the point of view of occlusion,
differences in background from the input images and the training images.
The reformulated algorithm has the ability to handle both small and large
affine transformations. The experiment results show that his approach
proposed has the ability to track four hand gestures using 25 basis images.

Optical flow is the distribution of apparent velocities due to movement of
brightness and it reflects the changes of image not only by the motion but
also by the time interval [64]. For the purpose of computing the optical flow,
the image sequence needs to be formulated by the function of intensity
, , , in which the position

,

and the time

are both continuous

variables. Employing Taylor series to expand the intensity and ignore the
higher order terms, the following expression can be stated [65]:
,
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,
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is a translation
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thus it should follow:
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(2.8)

which equals:
(2.9)
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The

⁄

point. The

indicates the intensity changing speed with time at a given
⁄

and

⁄

indicates the spatial changing rate of the

intensity across the image. The ultimate aim is to compute the velocity:
,

,

(2.10)

However, the equation above contains two unknown variables, which is
impossible to achieve the solution. Thus another limitation is necessary in
order to obtain the value of

,

. Horn et al. [64] proposed one of the

most popular constraints called smoothness constraint. According to this
restriction, points in adjacent regions of an object with finite size have the
similar velocities and the brightness patterns within velocity field changing
smoothly. This limitation can be formulated by minimizing the square of the
magnitude of the gradient of the optical flow velocity:
,
By utilizing this limitation, the values of

(2.11)
,

can be computed by an

iteration process based on minimizing the magnitude square.

Based on the principle of optical flow the direction of the hand movement
can be easily determined by the direction of optical flow. As seen in Figure
2.10, two continuous frames of hand gesture are shown and the blue
arrows indicate the direction of optical flow [65].

(a) Frame 1

(b) Frame 2

Figure 2. 10 Hand motion analysis by optical flow method [65].
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Cutler et al. [66] developed a real-time vision-based gesture recognition
system which employs the optical flow to segment the moving hands and
arms into motion blobs. Then a rule-based method with the general
characteristics of the motion blobs is adopted to recognize the action.
Bayazit et al. [67] proposed a system for real-time gesture recognition
based on a set of motion feature driven from the smoothed optical flow
estimation. To compute the motion features the optical flow of each frame
is calculated to form the optical flow vector. Then the optical flow vectors
are split into horizontal and vertical components of the flow, each of which
is rectified into four non-negative channels by half-wave. Together with
another non-negative channel corresponding to motion magnitude
obtained based on the four basic channels, the total five non-negative
channels then are normalized to facilitate the gesture recognition in
soft-real time. The frame rate can be adjusted to be adaptive for different
speed of motion and different users.

(a)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. 11 Optical flow analysis of hand gesture [67].
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Figure 2.11 depicts the two continuous frames of a gesture and
corresponding optical flow analysis.

2.5 Classification and Gesture Recognition
Gesture recognition is a phase in which the data analysed from the visual
image of gesture is recognized or classified into a particular gesture. This
step is mainly related to the pattern recognition techniques. Generally
speaking classification methods can be dived into two categories which are
rule based methods and machine learning based methods. The rule based
approaches mean that certain rules are set and encoded manually by the
researchers and only when a set of features extracted from the input image
satisfy the rules, the input image can be recognized as a gesture
predefined.

The system proposed by Cutler et al. [66] adopted the rule

based recognition approach and six rules were established for recognizing
six gestures. However, due to the limitation of human ability the rules which
are set manually may not be efficient enough for real time applications and
it is also difficult to handle high dimension feature sets. On the other hand
the machine learning based methods can provide efficient mappings
between high dimension feature sets and gestures because machine
rather than human brain is used to determine the models of gestures from
a training set.

2.5.1 Hidden Markov Models
Among the machine learning based methods the Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) is one of the most popular approaches. The principle of the HMMs
can be described by Figure 2.12.
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S1

S2

S3

S4

Figure 2. 12 The transitioning states of HMMs, where
denotes state
and
denotes the transitioning probability from state to .

A HMM consists of a number of states and each of which has a probability
of transition from itself to another state. The transition process occur s
stochastically [68]. The transitioning probability is formulated as nth order
Markov which means that the probability to transit to a new state depends
on the n previous states visited, and a assumption set up to simplify the
calculation is that only the latest one state visited affects the new
transitioning state. A pivotal feature of the HMM is that the state can transit
to itself, which gives a high degree of time scale invariance.

HMM has the ability of dealing with variable length time-series data and
also can segment continuous speech into individual words, which lead to
wide applications in speech recognition system. Due to the huge
successful applications in speech recognition system the HMM has been
introduced into the gesture recognition system. One of the earliest HMM
based gesture recognition system was proposed by Yamato et al. [68] in
which the authors used a feature based bottom up approach with HMMs
due to its learning ability and time scale invariability. For applying HMM, the
time sequential images are converted into an image feature vector
sequence by extracting a feature vector from each image followed by
converting the feature vector sequence into symbol sequence. During the
learning stage the model parameters of the HMM are optimized and the
model with the best match to the input sequence is considered as the
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aimed gesture or action. Chen et al. [69] proposed a hand gesture
recognition system to recognize continuous gestures using HMM in front of
stationary background. First the hand is tracked and extracted from the
image sequence followed by the extraction of hand features. In this system
Fourier descriptors are employed as spatial features and the motion
analysis is employed as the temporal features. These two kinds of features
of the images sequences are combined together to form the feature vectors,
which is used in HMM to recognize the input gestures. The experiment
results show that this system is able to recognize 20 different gestures with
a recognizing rate above 90%.

Generally speaking the HMMs based methods can reach a high
recognition rate if they undergo a sufficient training process. However the
limitations of HMMs based algorithms also exist. An important limitation is
that it is difficult to determine the number of states and transitions in other
words tremendous prior experience needed to propose a reliable HMMs
based algorithm. Another weakness of HMMs is the Markov assumption
itself which does not conform to the instance in real world.

2.5.2 Neural Networks
The researches on Neural Networks (NNs) started from the forties. The
stochastic changing process of 0

1 and 1

0 is considered as the

fundamental of the neural model. When it came into the middle of the fifties
the appearance of the learning machine called 'perceptrons' aroused wide
research attention. In the middle of eighties the proposed training algorithm
toward the multi-layer perceptron called general Delta based algorithm had
a wide successful application in many practical problems, which made the
perceptron based machine become the major model used in Neural
Networks.
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Neural Networks imitates the neuron of human brain to process information,
and has the ability of self-organizing and self-learning. The NNs uses the
nodes as the basic operation units which are connected to each other by
weight. Figure 2.13 shows the schematic diagram of a usual structure of
NNs.

Middle layer
Output layer

Input layer

●
●
●
●
●
●

Figure 2. 13 Model of three-layered feed-forward neural networks

Due to the characteristics of self-organization, self-learning and high
anti-noise ability, the Neural Networks technique has been widely applied in
the field of gesture recognition.

Murakami et al. [70] proposed the earliest

NNs based hand gesture recognition system for Japanese sign language.
In this system the finger alphabet is identified by suing a neural network
which has a three-layered back propagation (BP) algorithm and a vector
containing 13 features from data glove is sent to network to indentify. The
results show a 98% recognition rate is achieved to recognizing 42 symbols
of finger alphabet with registered people.
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On the aspect of vision-based hand gesture recognition, Zhao et al. [71]
proposed a natural and intuitive system using BP network classifier due to
its good self-learning ability. A dual-complexion and adaptive complex
background model is used to segment the hand regions and a set of
Fourier Descriptors are employed due to their good describing ability.
Totally 4 gestures were tested and each of them contains 100 training
samples and 20 testing samples. Each gesture has a recognition rate
above 95% which indicate the high identification rate achieved using the
BP network.

Murthy et al. [72] established a system which can identify specific hand
gesture using supervised feed-forward neural network for training and back
propagation algorithm for classifying hand gestures. Images are recorded
in a 320 by 240 format against uniform background. The images are
converted into binary images from which 3D Euclidian Space with binary
values is created as the feature set. The neural network functions such as
‘traingdx’, ‘learngdm’, ‘trains’ and ‘logsig’ are used in the training process
and an average 89% recognition rate is obtained for classifying 10 gestures.
Like the HMMs, the accuracy of recognition enhances significantly when
the training process is large enough. However, the model has to be
re-trained when the number of gestures increase or reduce, which is time
consuming.

2.5.3 Finite State Machine (FSM)
The finite state machine is a behaviour model composed of a finite number
of states and transitions between those states. The action is similar with a
flow graph in which the logic way can be inspected and run when it meets
particular conditions, as seen in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2. 14 Example of a simple finite state machine

In the finite state machine approaches, a gesture is usually modelled as a
sequence of states sequential in a spatio-temporal configuration space [73]
[74]. Hong et al. [75] proposed a finite state based system for gesture
learning and recognition which is used to support a game. Spatial
clustering and temporal alignment are applied, by which each gesture is
formed into an ordered sequence of states in spatial temporal space. The
authors adopted a simple set of features, which consists of center positions
of images of the head and both hands of the users, as input to recognize.
The temporal characteristics are grouped into categories and used to build
a FSM model where each gesture has a corresponding affine. The model
of the finite state machine is trained off-line and many possible examples of
each gesture are used as training data to obtain the criteria and
parameters of corresponding state. The recognition of an input hand
gesture is performed on-line by using the model trained in the previous
step. When a new feature vector extracted from the input gesture is sent
into the classifier it is determined by the recognizer that whether to stay at
the current state or transit to the next state, and only when it reaches the
final state can it be recognized as a predefined gesture. If there is more
than one recognizer activating the final states then the one with minimum
average accumulated distance is the best match for the input gesture. This
finite machine based method achieves a real-time on-line performance but
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it is sensitive to lighting conditions during the tracking progress. In addition,
the difficulty to decide the criteria for start and stop is a weakness of FSM.

2.5.4 Template Matching
Besides the rule based and machine learning based recognition methods,
there are some other methods which also have contributed a lot to the
development of the classification approaches. Template matching
algorithms take a place in applications of human-computer interaction. The
template match based methods compare the characteristics of input data
with those stored in advance and recognize the belonging category through
measuring the similarities between two templates. Hausdorff distance
based algorithm is one of the representative template matching
approaches. The Hausdorff distance describes measurement of similarity
between two sets of points [76]. Different from other shape comparison
approaches, the Hausdorff distance can be computed without explicitly
pairing points with their respective data sets between two images. Based
,

on two finite sets of points:
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is named as bi-directed Hausdorff distance which is the most basic
,

form of Hausdorff distance.

is named as directed Hausdorff

distance from set A to set B, which ranks the distances that each point in
set A to the nearest point in set B. The largest distance ranked is used as
the value of
,
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can be obtained in the same way.
,

is the larger value between

and

the most mismatching between two set of points.
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, which represents

One of the human-machine interaction system based on Hausdorff
distance was proposed in [77] where the authors used a fast segmentation
phrase to acquire the hand region from the input image. As a result
smoothed blobs which represent the hand are obtained without noise and
small gaps. During the recognition process by using Hausdorff distance the
segmented hand is compared to the gestures in the terms of distance
transformation, edge map and morphologic information which are stored in
the memory of system. This system was tested suitable for real-time
applications and the average recognition rate of this system is 90% with 26
gestures.

2.5.5 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The principal component analysis is a statistical method which can reduces
dimension of data sets with a large number of correlated variables and
meanwhile

tries

to

keep

the

original

relative

relationship.

The

transformation is done through the calculation of the eigenvector and
covariance matrix from the data sets. For a set of stochastic variables
,

,…,

, the typical value of the set is

deviation is

,

,…,

,

,…,

and the standard

, then the standard transformation is operated as

below:
(2.15)
then define:
(2.16)
1
When

is maximized

(2.17)

is called the first principle component.
(2.18)
1
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(2.19)

,

,…,

is perpendicular to

second principle component when

,

,…,

.

is called the

is maximized. Similarly the

third, fourth and fifth principle can be calculated and there can be
principle components at most. In real application only the heavy principle
components placed at the front are used to reduce the dimension of data
set and the ones contain little information can be ignored. For an image,
every pixel is a variable namely the image consists of
can then be represented as a point in a

pixels. The image

-dimensional space [79]. For a 8

bit gray level images, this dimension of this space can be as high as 256 .

PCA was first introduced into computer vision to implement the face
recognition [78] and image compression; nowadays it has found
extensively application in the field of hand gesture recognition system. By
using principle component analysis, Birk et al. [79] proposed a human
computer interface which is capable of recognizing 25 gestures from the
international hand alphabet in Figure 2.15 in real-time. Since the different
gestures from the sign language have similar appearance, they are not
randomly distributed in the original high dimension space, but in a much
smaller or lower subspace, in which the dimension even smaller than the
number of the class of gestures, they can. This subspace is established by
PCA in this system in which two parts exits to classify images. The first part
is off-line part which is performed for the purpose of determining the
transform matrix and generating a classifier based on a set of training
images. The second part is the on-line part which utilizes the
transformation matrix and classifier obtained in off-line part to transform
and classify any new images. In a low-dimensional feature space mapped
from original images, classes of gesture distribute as clusters, which
means that this approach is pixel-oriented so that it is sensitive to the
position, orientation and scale. Thus a normalization process is necessary
for both off-line part and on-line part to overcome the problem of sensitivity.
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Figure 2.16 shows a practical sequence by a user spelling the 'pca' of the
sign language alphabets, which is 2 second long and consists of 30 frames.
Although the system achieved a 99% off-line recognition rate with 25
gestures from the hand alphabet, the system is still sensitive to rotations
especially when the gesture is orthogonal to the camera axis and during
the significant change when making a gesture. PCA, as a data-driven
method, is sensitive to changes of the poses. Besides, it makes it weak in
some practical applications to rely on the need of normalization process.

Figure 2. 15 The international sign language alphabet [79].
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Figure 2. 16 A live sequence spell 'pca' using hand alphabet [79].

2.6 Conclusion and Discussion
The primary task of the gesture recognition approach is to build efficient
human-machine interactions. Although the large amount of literatures of
gesture recognition above have shown promising recognition rates, there
are still several issues to be addressed.

The main problem preventing most hand gesture recognition approaches
from real applications is that most methods rely on certain underlying
assumptions. These accessional assumptions leave satisfying results at a
controlled lab but the bad performance outside lab environment. Some
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major assumptions include:
1. the assumption of high contrast stationary backgrounds;
2. ambient lighting conditions;
3. fixed position between user and camera;

Another problem needs further research, from a user performance style
point of view, is the fatigue issues. It is reported that most users are prone
to get tired when they interact with machines with arms being held up or
moving over prolonged time without any support.

In summary, a review of vision-based hand gesture recognition approach
has been presented. Although the vision-based hand gesture recognition
technique is in a relative infancy stage outstanding progress has been
achieved. However it cannot be denied that further research on these
topics, including image segmentation, feature extraction and classification,
are required to implement the ultimate goal which let human beings
communicate with machines on their own natural terms.
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Chapter 3
Image processing
3.1 Introduction
When the original images of hand gestures are converted into images
which can be identified by the computer, the generation and transformation
procedure of images may be disturbed and affected by various noise as a
result the quality of image with distortion in various degrees is produced.
The objective of image processing is to remove the noise and enhance the
useful information in an image, and finally a completed and noise-free
segmented hand region will obtained. Image processing is a filtering
process where the needed parts are retained and the needless parts are
filtered. Because the imaging device will broaden the viewfinder range
when reading images of hand gestures, a large number of useless pixels
are incorporated together with hand gesture images. This adds the
computational load since the useless information will be computed if they
are not removed. Thus it is the first task to extract the useful information
namely hand region from an input image. The difficulty is how to determine
whether certain parts are to be retained and how to do it accurately.
Otherwise during the next stage the analysis and estimation will be
seriously affected. In this chapter the characteristics of human skin, noise
processing and hand region segmentation are analysed.
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3.2 Image Capture
There are a large number of hardware-devices used to record hand
gesture image sequence, including video capture boards, video recorders
and cameras. On Windows platform the development of video application
programs is mainly based on two methods.

One method is based on video capturing SDK technique provided by
product suppliers of video capturing cards. However, this technique has
strong dependency on hardware, which leads to low flexibility. Besides, its
function varies tremendously according to different product suppliers,
which cannot fully satisfy the need of large numbers of applications of
video development.

Another method uses video software toolbox provided by Windows
operation system. Generally two kinds of toolboxes are supported to
develop visual applications. One is VFW (Video for Windows) device driver,
and another is WDM (Windows Driver Model) supported driver, which are
called VFW card and WDM card respectively. DirectShow framework
supports both these two kinds of driver methods and provides them with
advanced encapsulation. This framework can support most of hardware
devices and reduce the difficulty of video capturing, which enhances the
efficiency of development of visual applications.

VFW provides programmers with direct interfaces, which enable users to
directly visit and control images without knowing specific features of
hardware. However, the structure-oriented programming mode, which falls
behind the object-oriented programming thoughts, destroys the unitary
software structure. Besides, it only supports finite data format so that only
AVI format file can be saved and processed by VFW. In addition, the whole
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structure of VFW based techniques has not changed so much since 1992
that the image and video capturing applications using VFW encountered
the difficulties of versatility, maintenance and expansibility.

On the other hand, DirectShow is a new toolbox for processing
stream-media based on COM (Component Object Model). It was
developed by Intel based on ActiveMovie and Video for Windows, which is
tremendously powerful on capture and playback of multi-media stream with
high quality. In addition, it supports diverse media file formats including AVI,
MPEG, ASF, MP3 and WAV. Meanwhile, it supports to record multi-media
stream based on WDM driver and early VFW driver. DirectShow integrates
other DirectX techniques and has the ability to automatically detect and
utilize available hardware acceleration of audio and video, and also
supports system without hardware acceleration. DirectShow considerably
simplifies the development tasks of multi-media applications. At the same
time it provides users with controlling framework from bottom layer for
customer solution, which makes it possible for users to establish their own
DirectShow components supporting new file formats.

Image Capture Libraries
It can be easily found that some shareware libraries in C/C++ or other
programming languages used for different operational systems to control
the frame grabber. Actually the most widely known library for this purpose
is OpenCV, which mainly aims at real time computer vision. It is a library of
programming functions developed by Intel and now is supported by Willow
Garage. The library, which is free for using under the open source BSD
license,

is cross-platform, and can run on Linux, Windows and Mac OS.

A serious of lightweight and efficient C and C++ functions are included in
OpenCV focusing mainly on real-time image processing. If the library finds
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Intel's Integrated Performance Primitives on the system, it will use these
commercial optimized routines to accelerate the operation.
Although Opencv is powerful on image and video processing, the included
traditional library ‘HighGUI’ related to video input only has advantage in
software debugging phrase, and is not equipped with industry strength. In
‘HighGUI’,

two

functions

‘cvCreateCameraCapture’

and

‘cvCaptureFromCAM’ can implement the function of capturing images from
web camera. However, they are based on the inefficient VFW mechanism,
which is not appropriate to be used in end-products. On the other hand,
DirectShow shows its advantages in Windows to capture video from web
camera but the application is relatively complicated. It is quite convenient
that new version of OpenCV (above 2.0) provides a third-party VideoInput
library, which can implement video capture based on DirectShow
mechanism with more efficiency, powe and speed. In our work new
VideoInput library is used to capture the video sequence based on
DirectShow mechanism. Code below is the simplest example of capturing
image sequence from web camera and displaying it using DirectShow
method:

...
•

int width=320;//Define the image resolution ratio

•

int height=240;

•

IplImage

*pRgb=cvCreateImage(cvSize(width,height),

IPL_DEPTH_8U, 3);
videoInput video;//Create capturing object
video.setupDevice(0, width, height);//Configure device
while(1)
{
if(video.isFrameNew(0))
{
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video.getPixels(0,
(unsigned char *)pRgb->imageData, false, true);//Capture one frame
char c=cvWaitKey(1);
if(c==27) break;//Press ESC to exit
cvShowImage(“Video”, pRgb);//Show display window
}
}

...

3.3 Color Space
It is a quite natural idea to use color to detect human hands because color
is one of the most remarkable features of human hands. However the color
of hand surface is prone to be affected by many factors such as light
source, touches, shadow and occlusion caused by different angles of
lighting. Thus, on the other side, it is also a very challenging task to
segment human hand using color information. In real application the issue
still needs to be solved that in which color space the skin color of hand
gesture can cluster well. In fact, different color spaces are different
expressions of color in computer and each color space has its specific
application field and background of generation.

3.3.1 RGB Color Space
The RGB color model, the name of which comes from the initials of the
three additive primary colors red, green and blue, is an additive color model
in which three primary colors are added together in various ways to
reproduce a broad array of colors. Though the RGB color model was used
in conventional photography initially, the major current purpose of this
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model is to sense, represent and display images in electronics systems,
such as computers and televisions.

RGB color space is any additive color space based on the RGB color
model in which sRGB and Adobe RGB are most commonly used ones.
RGB is convenient color model for computer graphics because the human
visual system works in a similar style like RGB color space. Figure 3.1
shows a RGB color space and the additive progression from black to white.
Yellow can be obtained by combining red and green, and green plus blue
produces cyan, and blue plus red produces magenta.

Figure 3. 1 RGB color cube [80]

3.3.2 CIELab Color Space
Lab model is a standard of color evaluation set by CIE association in 1931
and has been renamed as CIELab in 1976. A Lab color space is a
color-opponent space with dimension L for lightness and 'a' and 'b' for the
color-opponent dimensions. It has evolved from the CIE XYZ color space
coordinates. Different from the RGB color models, Lab color is designed to
approximate human vision and its L component strongly matches human
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perception of lightness. Thus it can be applied to making precise color
balance corrections by adjusting output curves from the 'a' and 'b'
components.

Among the three components of CIELab, the L component represents the
brightness of the color, the value of which is from 0 (black) to 100 (white).
Components 'a' and 'b' represent the alternation of color from green to
magenta and blue to yellow respectively. Both values are from -120 to 120.
For same precision, a bitmap image of CIELab requires more data per pixel
than RGB bitmap image.

In order to convert RGB color space into CIELab space, it is necessary to
convert it to XYZ format as below:
0.412453 0.357580 0.180423
0.212671 0.715160 0.072169
0.019334 0.119193 0.950227

(3.1)

Then CIELab color space can be converted as below:
116

16

(3.2)

500

(3.3)

200

(3.4)

where
/

7.787
Here

,

and

0.008856
0.137931

(3.5)

are the CIE XYZ tristimulus values of the reference

white point.

3.3.3 HSI Space
HSI model is based on the observation of human eyes in which any color is
presented by hue, saturation and intensity. In this space, H (hue) is the
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color as described by wavelength [80]. Different wavelengths produce
different colors, and the combination of them can produce any color. As
long as the constitution of wavelength is determined, the color is
determined. Figure 3.2 shows the concept schematically of HSI space
which is a biconic space.

Figure 3. 2 HIS color space. Grays lie along the central axis. Distance from the axis
specifies the saturation, and direction of angle gives the hue [80].

The hue represents the attribute of a visual sensation according to which
an area appears to be similar with one of the perceived colors: red, green,
blue and blue, or with the combination of them excluding black, white and
gray color because they are not with hue characteristic. Saturation (S) is
the amount of the purity quotient of color present, which represents the
proportion of gray component in hue. Intensity (I) is about how much the
amount of light accounting for a particular color. The HSI space has the
advantage on image processing and color understanding. When algorithms
such as spatial smoothing or median filtering are applied in order to reduce
the noise, the RGB signals will produce color shift in the output signals, but
the HSI signals will not have such a problem during noise reduction
process. In addition, it is quite effective to do the segmentation using hue
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component, which can ignore the shading effects. On the other hand, on
account of the non-correspondence between components of HSI and the
way most hardwares works, it requires conversion from RGB images to
HSI ones and also backward.

The conversion from RGB to HSI can be performed as below:
(3.6)
, ,

1

(3.7)
(3.8)

2
where:
/

(3.9)

/

and

can be computed by:
1/3
√2/6
1/√2

1/3

1/3

√2/6
1/√2

√2/6
0

(3.10)

3.3.4 YCbCr Color Space
YCbCr color space, which belongs to the family of television transmission
color space, was defined to satisfy the demands for digital approaches in
image and video processing [81]. Unlike other members in this family, such
as YUV and YIQ which are analogue spaces for PAL and NTSC system,
the YCbCr is a digital color system so that it has found extensively
applications in digital video. In YCbCr color space, the information of
luminance is represented by signal component Y. and the chrominance
information is stored in Cb and Cr which called color-difference
components. The information stored in Cb indicates the difference between
component of blue and a reference value while in Cr it represents this
information between component of red and the reference value. The
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conversion from RGB to YCbCr color space can be performed as below:
16
128
128

65.481
37.797
112.000

128.553
74.203
93.786

24.966
112.000
18.214

(3.11)

Besides of the color spaces analysed above, there are many other color
spaces which are not to be discussed here. Since the alternation of the
luminance of human hand has always been the most difficult task to deal
with in segmentation stage, it is quite important to choose a color space in
which the information of hand part is not sensitive to the luminance. Due to
the characteristic that the luminance information and chromatic information
are separated in YCbCr color space, it can overcome the disturbance of
lightness to a certain extent using two color-difference components. Plus
the simple conversion from RGB color space and the wide applications in
digital video field, the YCbCr color space is adopted for following process in
our experiment.

Figure 3. 3 Images in RGB color space (left) and YCbCr color space (right).

Figure 3. 4 Three components of YCbCr, Y (left), Cb (middle) and Cr (right).
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3.4 Image Thresholding
Image thresholding is a transformation from images with multi-gray-levels
to ones only with two gray-levels. The region of interest (ROI) is set
foreground and the others are set background. Given image
gray level of which belongs to

,

, the threshold is set as

,

the
,

then the thresholding is described as below:
,
The

,

1
0

,
,

(3.12)

obtained is binary image which is determined by the

thresholding value . In order to obtain satisfied segmentation result, it is
pivotal to choose an optimized value of . There are mainly three kinds of
threshold: global threshold, local threshold and adaptive threshold. The
global threshold value is determined only by pixel
,
,

,

with gray value

, while local threshold value is determined by gray level of pixel
and local gray values of its neighbouring pixels. Adaptive threshold,

in addition to a particular pixel and its neighbouring pixels, also refer to the
position information of a pixel. Adaptive threshold value based thresholding
is effective when the lighting is not uniform. In this circumstance, an image
is divided into several blocks, each of which is binarized using global
threshold. An example of global threshold obtained in our experiment can
be seen in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3. 5 Binary image (right) from gray image (left).
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3.5 Morphological Operations
In general the initial binary image after segmentation contains lots of spurs
pixels and holes in region of interest, which is adverse for following feature
extracting process. All this problems can be erased by applying
morphological operations in which the basic morphological operations used
for this purpose are erosion, dilation, and opening.

Dilation
Give structure element

, the whole binary image is scanned by using

.

The initial value of output image is 0 and once the central point of the
structure element

meets the pixel of binary image with value 1, the

logical OR operation is applied across the pixels that structure element
connects with. To simplify, dilation is an operation that activate a white pixel
if a number

of eight-connected neighbor pixels are already black. The

dilation operation of binary image

by structure element

is marked as:
(3.13)

Erosion
For erosion, the image is also scanned by structure element

the same

way as in dilation operation. If each pixel with value 1 on structure element
covers the pixel with value 1 in binary image B, the logical OR operation
is performed on each pixel in structure element

and corresponding pixel

in binary image. Erosion is an operation which erases a black pixel if a
number

of the eight-connected neighbor pixels are white. It can be

expressed as:
|

(3.14)

Opening
An opening operation is defined as an erosion operation followed by a
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dilation operation, which can be described as below:
S

(3.15)

Opening operation has the function that erases tiny objects and smooths
the boundary of objects with large size.

Closing
On contrary, closing is an opposite operation against opening operation,
which is defined as a dilation operation followed by an erosion operation.
•

S

(3.16)

Closing operation has the ability to fill small holes insides object and
connect objects which are close to each other.

In our experiment, the segmented image of hand gesture is still
accompanied by noise. As a result the binary image converted is coarse
and not smooth as seen in Figure 3.6 (a), which will lead to inaccuracy in
feature extracting and computing. Thus, in order to prevent it from affecting
the final recognition result, an opening and closing operation with a flat,
disk-shaped structuring element is applied to remove small holes and get
smooth gesture region as seen in Figure 3.6 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. 6 Morphological processed images of hand gesture.
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3.6 Conclusion
This chapter introduces the processing of images of hand gestures. The
purpose of image processing is to provide the following feature extracting
stage with high qualified hand model. Because the quality of processing of
hand gesture images affects not only the accuracy of feature extraction but
also the final rate of hand gesture recognition. Thus the image processing
part plays a vital role in the whole system. In our approach, in order to
reduce the disturbance from lighting alteration, the YCbCr color space is
employed due to its separation characteristic of luminance and
chrominance. After thresholding, morphological operations are taken to
obtain smooth and refined image of hand region with least noise.

In later

chapter the experiment results show that satisfying segmentation effect
can be obtained under different lighting conditions by using approach
described in this chapter.
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Chapter 4
Feature Extraction
4.1 Introduction
The recognition rate of the whole system depends on the quality of features,
without which the recognition process even cannot execute. The selection
of features directly affects the design, property and ultimate recognition
rate of a classifier. Thus it is very important to choose appropriate features.
However, in practical problems, it is very difficult to choose and extract the
most representative features from object. Besides the features of certain
images will change along with the alternation of circumstance, which
makes the problem of feature extraction more difficult and complicated.
There are a variety of describing approaches to characterize images and
each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages. Although there is
no universal and optimal method to characterize image of hand gesture, a
good set of features should with the quality of reliability, distinguishability,
and independence of small number and low computation. In our approach
Hu Moment invariants are employed as the features of images of hand
gesture.

4.2 Analysis of Features
The reason that the value of pixel cannot be directly used as features to
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describe hand gestures is that the number of the pixels is tremendous. For
instance, a gray scale image with the size 20 20 has 400 pixels which
equates to 400 features, most of which are redundant and not important for
classification. In order to reduce the amount of calculation, certain
mathematical approaches can be used to evolve in another set of features
which has obvious different type. Consequently the evolved features make
the task of classification simpler.

In General, the space constructed by initial data is named as measurement
space while the space which the classification relies on is called feature
space. Through certain transformation, patterns in measurement space
with high dimension can be mapped into patterns in feature space with low
dimension. A pattern in feature space is usually called a sample, which can
be represented by a vector.

A feature extraction process normally consists of three steps which are
feature generating, feature extracting and feature choosing.

Feature Generating
According to the image to be recognized, a set of basic features already
exist, such as the gray value of a gray-scale image of hand gesture.
However, these data are not suitable to use as ultimate features. Thus it is
necessary to produce a set of primitive features through computing, which
is named as feature generating.

Feature Extracting
The primitive features with a substantial quantities stay in a high dimension.
Through certain transformation samples can be represented in a low
dimension, which is called feature extracting. Thus the feature extracting is
a sort of transformation and the features after mapping are combinations of
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primitive features.

Feature Choosing
Feature choosing refers to selecting the most effective ones from a set of
features so as to reduce the dimension of feature space.

4.3 Moment Descriptors
Since the binary image can be considered as a bivariate distribution
function, the moment descriptor can be applied in the image processing.
The conception of moment invariants was first proposed by Hu [82], in
which a set of moment invariants with the characteristics of translation
invariance, scale invariance and rotation invariance were obtained by a
nonlinear combination of moments.

4.3.1 Concept of Moments
,

Regarding two dimension continuous function
origin moment of order

, the two dimension

is defined as [82]:
,

Under the assumption that

,

,

0,1,2 …

(4.1)

is a piecewise continuous bounded

function and contains nonzero value in

plane, then according the

unicity theorem, moments of each order exist and moments sequence
is uniquely determined by

,

, and vice versa. Moreover, the two

dimension central moments of order

is defined as:
,

Where
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,

0,1,2 …

(4.2)

(4.3)

4.3.2 Significance of Moments

Zero order moment
,

The moment of zero order of image

can be defined as:
,

It is obvious that if

,

(4.4)

represents the gray level image, the

indicates the sum of gray value, which can be considered as the mass of
object; if

,

is a binary image then

indicates the area of it.

First order moment
Two first order moments

and

of gray level image

,

can be

used to determine its center of gravity of which the coordinate is:
,

(4.5)

According to the definition of central moment it is not difficult to find that
both two first order central moments

and

are zero.

Second order moment
Three second order moments:

,

and

, which are also called

moments of inertia, have several important applications. The second
central moment can be used to compute principal axis. There are two
principal axes: major axis and minor axis, which represent the directions of
the largest and least second order moment respectively. The angle
between principal axis and coordinate axis can be calculated as:
tan

(4.6)

From first and second order moments, an ellipse of image which is
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equivalent to inertia of original image can be determined. The ellipse of
image is identical to original image in terms of second order moments and
summation of gray value. The ellipse can be described as:
/

(4.7)
/

(4.8)
Where

and

are major and minor semi-axes of image ellipse, the gray

level of which can be determined by:
(4.9)

The center of gravity of ellipse and original gray level image can be
coincided to match the major and minor axes of ellipse with principal axes
of original image, which is convenient for analysis of image characteristics.

4.3.3 Related Transformation of Moments

Translation Transformation
,

Given that the translation of image

along
,

respectively, the image function after translation is
,

,

,

axis is

,

:
(4.10)

Then the moment of image after translation is:
,

(4.11)

For digital image the formula above can be modified as:
∑ ∑
The relation between

and
∑

,

(4.12)

is:

∑

(4.13)
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Scale Translation
,

Given that the scale of image

along
,

respectively, the image after scale is
,
The relation between

,

axis is

,

:

⁄ , ⁄

=

and

times

(4.14)

is:
(4.15)
(4.16)

Let

1, then the normalization of image can be implemented. For

binary image or gray level image with mean value 1, the area of it can be
set as 1. Then the scale factor of normalization is:
(4.17)
from which the central moments with scale invariants can be obtained:
,

(4.18)

where
(4.19)

Rotation Transformation
The image

,

rotates around the origin of coordinates by angle

,

then:
,

cos

sin

,

sin

cos

(4.20)

The moment after rotation is:
∑ ∑

cos

The relation between
∑

sin

and
∑

sin

cos

,

(4.21)

is:
1

cos

,

(4.22)

The origin moment after rotation is the combination of origin moment
before rotation with the same or lower order.
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4.4 Hu Moment Invariants
In practical applications, it cannot be guaranteed that the image will have
translation, scale and rotation invariants at the same time by using origin
moments or central moments as features. In fact, the feature characterized
by central moments is only invariant to translation. By using the normalized
central moments the features are invariant to translation and scale but not
to rotation. Thus it is not enough to use origin moments or central moments
to obtain translation, scale and rotation invariants simultaneously. To solve
this problem, Hu proposed 7 famous invariants of moments by applying
algebraic invariant theory to scale standardization moments in 1962. The 7
moment invariants are composed of linear combination of second order
and third order central moments which can be expressed as:
(4.23)
4
3

(4.24)

3

(4.25)
(4.26)

3

3

3

3
(4.27)

4
(4.28)
3
3

3
3

(4.29)

The normalized central moment is defined as:
(4.30)
where
2,3, …
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(4.31)

One instance to show the translation, scale and rotation invariance of
moment invariants can be illustrated by Figure 4.1, which shows an image
of letter 'A' and images after translation, scale and rotation. The
corresponding values of Hu moment invariants are computed and
tabulated in Table 4.1. It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the letter 'A' after
translation, scale and rotation has almost the same value of Hu moments
with the original one except that only a small discrepancy of 5.7% is
produced in

of scaled letter 'A'.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. 1 Letter 'A' (a) in translation (b), scale and rotation (c) transformation.

Table 4. 1 The values of moment invariants of corresponding images of letter 'A'.

Letter 'A'

(a)

(b)

(c)

0.2165

0.2165

0.204

0.001936

0.001936

0.002161

3.6864e-005

3.6864e-005

3.6864e-005

1.6384e-005

1.6384e-005

1.6384e-005

-4.0265e-010 -4.0265e-010 -4.0265e-010
7.209e-007

7.209e-007

7.209e-007

0

0

0

To verify the university and uniqueness of Hu moment invariants, another
instance is employed which can be seen in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2. It is
obvious that the letter 'L' characterized by Hu moments is also invariant to
transformation of translation, scale and rotation just like letter 'A', which
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show that Hu moments can be applied to any object. On the other hand,
the 7 values of moment invariants of letter 'L' are obviously different from
the ones of letter 'A', which proves that the Hu moments can uniquely
distinguish an object from another one.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. 2 Letter 'L' in different transformations

Table 4. 2 The values of moment invariants of corresponding images of letter 'L'.

Letter 'L'

(a)

(b)

(c)

0.34028

0.31944

0.31944

0.043403

0.043403

0.043403

0.023148

0.023148

0.023148

0.002572

0.002572

0.002572

-5.56E-06

-5.56E-06

-5.56E-06

-0.00015

-0.00015

-0.00015

1.91E-05

1.91E-05

1.91E-05

However, the Hu moment invariants are sensitive to the noise. In Figure 4.3
the letter 'A' is with noise and the corresponding values of 7 moment
invariants are calculated as shown in Table 4.3. From Table 4.3 it can be
concluded that the moment invariants are vulnerable to noise, and the
object with added noise cannot be characterized by moment invariants.
Nevertheless, this drawback can be overcome by removing most possible
noise in the image processing stage. Besides, the implementation of the
algorithm of Hu moments is relative easy due to the less amount of
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computation, which will significantly enhance the whole speed of
recognition system. Thus, the Hu moments invariants of images are
employed as features in our system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. 3 Image of letter 'A' with noise.

The 7 Hu moment invariants have different amount of calculation
respectively. The most useful information of image is usually stored in the
less computational moment invariants with low order. On the other hand,
the high order moment variants are of tremendous amount of calculation
and contain some detail information which is prone to be affected by noise,
which makes it difficult to distinguish the differences using moments with
high order from various objects. As a result, only the first four moment
invariants

~

are used in our experiments.

Table 4. 3 The values of moment invariants of image of letter 'A' with noise.

Letter 'A'

(a)

(b)

0.2165

0.25153

0.001936

0.002161

3.6864e-005

0.004549

1.6384e-005

0.002358

-4.0265e-010 7.59e-06
7.209e-007

7.11e-05

0

1.43e-06
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4.5 Conclusion
The extraction and selection of features play a crucial role in a recognition
procedure. In this chapter the concept and meaning of moment descriptors
are introduced, and especially definition and characteristics of the Hu
moment invariants are analysed. Hu moment invariants are invariant to a
variety of transformations including translation, scale and rotation, which
allows users to do more natural communication movements since users do
not have to concern about fixed position, angle and distance of hand
gestures. In our system, a vector formed by
vector to specify a unique gesture.
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~

is used as a feature

Chapter 5
The Gesture Classification
5.1 Introduction
The design of a classifier is the most important part of a vision based
human interactive system because it directly decides the recognition rate
which represents the reliability, and the recognizing time which represents
the real-time ability. The Support Vector Machine (SVM), as a burgeoning
and universal learning algorithm, has found a wide application in the fields
of approximation of function, data mining and pattern recognition. In this
chapter first the basic principle of SVM is introduced. Then the linear and
non-linear algorithm of SVM is expounded in terms of optimal hyperplane.
Thirdly the classifying performance of multi-class algorithms of one-to-one,
one-to-many and Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is analysed. Finally the
posterior probability based SVM algorithm is proposed towards the
situation

that

a

particular

gesture

is

classified

as

multi-classes

simultaneously.

5.2 The Basic Algorithm of SVM
The data based machine learning, as the most important component
element of current intelligent techniques, focuses on searching laws by
proceeding from observed data, which are then used to predict the future
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data. The existing machine learning algorithms including Neural Net Works
and Hidden Markov Models, and the statistics are their common
fundamentals. The research emphasis of statistics is the asymptotic theory
when the number of sample approaches infinity. However, the number of
sample is usually finite in real situations. Thus, the traditional machine
learning based approaches have shortcoming toward practical applications.
Vapnik has been doing research on Statistical Learning Theory (SLT),
which is a machine learning theory, to solve the learning problems with
finite samples. The SVM is none other than a new universal learning
method based on SLT, which has superiority in solving non-linear
classification problem with small samples in high dimension.

For classification, the given training set is:
,
where

,

,

For a pattern

,

,

,…,

, 1 , and

,

(5.1)

is the number of sample point.

, the corresponding value of

is determined by using

decision function:
sgn

sgn
where

(5.2)

is a real-valued function on

.

Given a hyperplane, if it can accurately divide the sample points on
into two categories and in each class the vector which most close to the
hyperplane has the maximum distance from it, the hyperplane is called the
optimal hyperplane. The essence of SVM is to find such a hyperplane.

Based on the definition of VC dimension in statistical theory, the linear
discriminant function in

dimension has

1 VC dimension which can

be reduced by adding certain conditions. According to [83], for a
classification hyperplane with ∆ interval in a
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dimension space, it is

possible to let all sample points locate in a hyper sphere with radius R
through normalization of samples. Then the boundary of VC dimension
of the classification hyperplane set with ∆ interval is:
h

min

,

∆

1

(5.3)

When the train samples are ascertained, the larger the classification is the
smaller the corresponding set of classification hyperplane is. Thus, the
problem to search the optimal hyperplane can be converted to the problem
to solve the largest classification interval.

5.2.1 Linear Optimal Classification Hyperplane
For the training samples represented by 5.1, the searching of optimal
0. In general the hyperplane is

hyperplane is assumed as

first structured as normative one of which the constraint condition is:
1,

1,2, … ,

(5.4)

When the sample set is approximately linear the slack variable, which
allows a certain amount of misclassification, is employed. Then the
constraint condition in (5.4) is turned into:
1

,

0

1,2, … ,

The geometrical interval of classification hyperplane is ∆
maximize the interval ∆ is to minimize the

(5.5)

, and to

, which is namely minimize

the upper boundary of expression in (5.3). Thus the objective function of
classification hyperplane and the constraint condition are:
min

∑

, ,

. .

1
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(5.6)
,

(5.7)

0,
where

1,2, … ,

(5.8)

0.The purpose of

is the penalty factor and

is to control

the penalty level for misclassified simples, which can find a balance
between discrepancy of sample and generalization ability of machine. The
objective function of optimal classification hyperplane meets the structural
risk minimization principle, which provides a balance between empiric risk
and fiducial limitation.

5.2.2 Non-linear Optimal Classification Hyperplane [83]
The optimal classification hyperplane is introduced on the condition that
samples are linear separable, as a result the constraint condition in (5.4) is
invalid when the samples are not linear separable. Usually two solutions
can be used to solve this problem. The first solution is to introduce the
slack variable which can only deal with the situation of linear separability.
The second solution is to employ complicated hyper surface namely
non-linear SVM to handle the situation of linear inseparability.

From the theoretical point of view the principle of non-linear SVM is not
difficult to comprehend. First, by certain mapping function, the training
samples in input space

are mapped into high dimension feature space

in which the samples are linear separable then the optimal classification
hyperplane is structured. The main idea of non-linear SVM is to solve
non-linear problem using linear approach but the spatial alternation can
lead to increment of sample dimension. This can be solved by utilizing
Kernel Trick. After introduction of mapping function, the problem of
optimization in (5.6) - (5.8) is turned to:
min

∑

, ,

. .

1
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(5.9)
,

(5.10)

0,
When

1,2, … ,

(5.11)

, the problem described by (5.9)-(5.11) is converted to

situation of linear SVM. In general the problem of solving (5.9)-(5.11) is
transferred to solve the Wolfe problem as below:
min

(5.12)
. .

0

(5.13)
0

where

is the Lagrange multiplier, and

are with value 1, and

(5.14)
is a vector of which all elements
,

is Hessian matrix where

.

Thus the expression (5.12)-(5.14) is a typical quadratic programming
problem. If

is a semi-positive definite matrix, the issue above is a

convex quadratic programming.

For convex quadratic programming problem, the sufficient condition of
optimization problem to have optimal solution is to meet the KKT
∑

(Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition) [84]. Let

,

, the KKT condition of (5.12)-(5.14) is:
1,
1, 0
1,

0

0,
0

,

1
1
1

1
1
1

5.15

where
∑

0

(5.16)

With the special solution of Lagrange multiplier the weight vector is:
∑
There are two solutions of bias
If 0

(5.17)

:

exists, one of the positive components is select to compute

:
∑

,
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(5.18)

Usually all the training samples meeting 0
respectively calculate
If 0

, and the mean value of

are used to
is obtained finally.

does not exists namely all the components of

then the value of

,

is between

are 0 or

,

, and the medium value is

usually adopted:
(5.19)

The solving process of optimal classification hyperplane above is the
process of parameter optimization, and the decision function obtained is:
sgn ∑

,

It can be seen from (5.17) and (5.18) that the

(5.20)

and

depend on the

training samples corresponding to non-zero Lagrange multiplier, and have
no reference to other samples corresponding to

=0. Namely the optimal

classification hyperplane is merely determined by the samples of
which called support vectors. A schematic diagram of two-dimension linear
separable SVMs can be seen in Figure 5.1 where the solid sample points
represent the support vectors.

H1
H
+class
1

H2

1

‐class
1
1

0

Figure 5. 1 Schematic diagram of support vectors.
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The support vectors locate on hyperplane with maximum interval. The
'support' means that the classification hyperplane H is defined by these
and locating in area of

samples. The samples corresponding to
1

1 are known as Boundary Support Vectors (BSV) or Error

Support Vectors which are not necessarily accurately classified by SVM.
When 0

1, it can still be correctly classified although BSV passes
1, BSV becomes the training errors. Samples

the boundary. And when
of 0

, which are named as standard support vectors locating on

contour line of

1 or

1 , can be accurately classified by
0, which locate in area of |

SVM. Samples corresponding to

|

1, can also be correctly classified. The SVM is stable on condition that at
least one standard support vector exists.

5.3 Multi-classification Algorithms of SVM
Multi-classification [86] is one of the most important research objects in the
field of machine learning because it has a large variety of applications.
For given training samples:
,

,
where

,

,…,

,
1,2, … ,

,

(5.21)
,

1,2, … ,

.

The

multi-classification problem can be described as the search of decision
function

:

which results in as little error probability as possible

when the unknown samples are classified. In another word, the issue of
solving multi-classification problem is to search a law to divide a space into
parts.

A multi-classification problem is an extension of two-classification, and the
staple approaches used for multi-classification are one-versus-rest,
one-versus-one, directed acyclic graph and decision-tree-based methods.
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One-Versus-Rest Method
One-versus-rest also called one-again-all approach is to architecture
sub-classifier of SVM by using

classes [85]. When constructing the

classifier, the samples which belong to

class are marked as '+1'; while

1 are marked as '-1', following which

the other samples of class

different SVM sub-classifiers can be constructed. For instance the SVM of
the

-class can be described as:
min

,

∑

,

(5.22)

·

1

,

(5.23)

·

1

,

(5.24)

1,2, … ,

(5.25)

0,

In general the problem described by expression above is not directly solved
but it is transformed to Wolfe expression to solve and obtain
functions

decision

each of which is a two-classification SVM classifier

differentiated from other categories. To be brief the one-versus-rest
approach is treated as multiple two-classification issue. During the test,
MaxWin strategy is adopted toward testing sample
values of decision functions of

, which means that

classifiers are calculated, and the

category with the maximum value of corresponding decision function is
considered as the category of

.
,

arg max
where

is the corresponding category of

1,2, … ,

(5.26)

.

The schematic diagram of one-against-rest multi-class classification
method is shown in Figure 5.2 where '○', '□' and '△' represent three
different classes. Due to the fact that only
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two-class SVMs are trained,

the one-against-rest algorithms are of lower amount of calculation and
faster speed of classification. Thus it can be used in the situation with large
number of samples.

However it also has disadvantages, one of which is that 'blind zones' exist
in one-versus-rest methods. For instance, A, B, C and D in Figure 5.2 are
areas which cannot be recognized by one-against-rest approaches.
Besides, each sub-classifier of SVM is obtained based on total training
samples. The frequently repeated training can reduce the training process
when a tremendous number of samples exist. Finally, the requirement to
calculate each decision function of sub-classifier can lead to low classifying
efficiency.

A

D
B

C

Figure 5. 2 One-versus-rest multi-class classification.

One-Versus-One Method
The difference from one-against-one to one-against-rest is that only
samples belonging two different categories are used when constructing
sub-classifier

[86]. For sample set with

number of sub-classifiers obtained is
sub-classifier for differentiating category
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categories, the

1 /2. When constructing
from , the samples of

and

are used as training data which are marked as positive and negative
category respectively. This binary classification problem can be described
as below:
min
,
,

,

,

, , , ,
,

·

,

1

,

·

∑

,

(5.27)

,
,

1

,

(5.28)
,

(5.29)

0

(5.30)

During the testing process, voting strategy [87] is employed for testing
sample

to combine the outputs of multiple sub-classifiers as the final

classified result.

Namely each sub-classifier will determine and vote the corresponding
category of a testing sample, and the category with the most votes is
considered as the belonging class of a testing sample. The principle of
voting is that if testing sample
class , the votes of

is judged by classifier

belonging to

are added 1; otherwise, the votes of class

added 1. The final class of

depends on which class of

and

are

has the

most votes.

The schematic diagram of one-against-one classification method is shown
in Figure 5.3 where '○', '□' and '△' represent three different classes. One
of the shortcomings of this method is that an unrecognizable area exists,
which is marked by 'D' in Figure 5.3. In addition, when along with the
increment of

, the number of sub-classifiers will increase, which leads to

slow speed of training. Finally, it may occur that multiple classifiers have
same number of votes, namely a testing sample belongs to two categories
simultaneously, which lead to error classification situation.
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D

Figure 5. 3 One-versus-one multi-class classification.

Directed Acyclic Graph Method
Directed acyclic graph (DAG) method [88] also constructs

1 /2

sub-classifiers the same as one-against-one method. However, not all the
sub-classifiers participate in decision but adopt DAG method with
1 /2 interior nodes and

leaf nodes to combine multiple binary

classification outputs. First an arbitrary sub-classifier

is selected from

1 /2 classifiers to determine the belonging category of testing
sample

. If

belongs to

category, the category with mark of

will

be removed, and the classifiers left continue to be used to execute
determination and remove, which repeats until only one classifier left. Then
the result obtained is set as the category of

.

The schematic diagram of DAG classification method is shown in Figure
5.4. The advantage of DAG method is that it does not have to traverse all
classifiers during classifying, which enhance the efficiency of classification.
On the other hand, the disadvantage of DAG method is that for the
classification problem with a large number of classes, the large variety of
constructions of SVM result in low speed of training. Moreover, to set
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different classifier as root node lead to different classification result namely
the selection of root node results in uncertainty of classification.

SVM14
1, 2, 3, 4
not 1

not 4

SVM24
2, 3, 4

SVM13
1, 2, 3

not 2

not 4

SVM34
3, 4

4

not 1

not 3

SVM23
2, 3

3

SVM12
1, 2

2

1

Figure 5. 4 Directed acyclic graph multi-class classification method.

Tree-Structured Method
The principle of tree-structured SVM is that from the root node, the classes
contained by root node are divided into two sub-classes, which repeat the
same procedure until there is only one sub-class exists [89]. Finally an
inverted binary tree is obtained, and the SVM classifier is trained at each
decision node of binary tree to realize the classification of testing samples,
which can be seen in Figure 5.5.

The major advantage of tree-structured multi-class classification method is
both the number of SVMs and training samples of each SVM are very small,
and it does not require traversing all classifiers, which enhances the speed
of training and classifying, especially for problem with a large number of
categories. On the other side, the difficulty of this method lies in the design
of tree-structure and how to overcome the error accumulation. The existing
tree-structure designing methods include physical significance based [90],
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average vector of class based [89] and clustering results of data set based
[91] design methods, among which the physical significance based method
can be only applied to situation with definite physical significance. The
distribution of sample set determines the effect of average vector based or
clustering results based tree-structured methods as a result the accurate
rate is difficult to guaranteed with a complicated distribution of sample set.

SVM1

SVM2

SVM3

C1

C2

C3

SVM4

C4

C5

Figure 5. 5 Tree-structured multi-class classification method.

Posterior Probability Based Multi-Class SVM Classification
Rifkin et al. [92] pointed that one-against-rest, one-against-one, DAG and
binary tree based multi-class classification methods have low accurate rate
and generalization ability. Thus, the simplest method can be selected to
solve multi-class classification problem. In this paper, one-against-all
method is employed, which can be described as below [93]:
for given training set:
,

,

,

,…,

,

(5.31)

where
,
for

1,2, … , , the

1,2, … ,

,

1,2, … ,

class is set as positive class, and other classes

are set as negative class. Then the decision function is determined by
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using support vector classifier:
sgn

(5.32)

where
∑

,

(5.33)

the test sample is determined to belong to the
superscript of one of

,

,…,

with the largest value.

One problem may occur that maybe two value of
and

class which is the

exist which maximize

simultaneously. As a result it cannot be determined that

which class is the one
between

belongs to. In fact, when the difference value

and

is small enough, the reliability of the

determining result is also very low. Usually a appropriate threshold value
is introduced, and the difference value of two largest

is considered

as a degree of confidence which can be used to determine the ownership
problem of input
value

,

. If the difference value is smaller than the threshold

does not belong to any of the two class namely the algorithm

refuse to classify

, which can reduce the error rate of classification.

However, the algorithm described above is not rigorous because the
classifier argued above is obtained by training different binary classification
problems, which cannot guarantee the comparability of real valued output
of

. To solve the problem above better, the posterior probability of

SVM is introduced into multi-class classification problem. The probability is
set as output of classifier to represent the similarity between sample

and

category . Platt proposed a method in which the output of SVM decision
function is mapped into probabilities [94]:
1/ 1

1
where

and

(5.34)
,

on training set

minimum cross entropy loss function:
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are used to estimate the

min

∑

log

1

log 1

(5.35)

where
1 /2,

1/ 1

The boundary of decision function of binary class SVM classifier is
0 . After the introduction of posterior probability and let
/ , by

, then decision boundary is alternated to
which

the

posterior

probability

and

one-against-rest

multi-class

classification method are combined together. For input sample set with
classes, the

SVM classifiers are trained by employing one-against-all

method, then the probability regarding each classifier of sample can be
obtained by using (5.34):
|
where

,

the probability of sample

determined category of sample

1,2, … ,

(5.36)

belonging to class

. The

is the class with the largest value of
arg max

, ,…,

:

(5.37)

5.4 The Research on Selection of Parameters of SVM
The SVM has good generalization ability which on the other side can be
significantly affected by kernel function of nonlinear mapping and its
parameters and penalty factor. The kernel function implements the
transformation from input space to feature space; however, it is short of
continuous, analytical and differentiable explicit expression between the
parameters of kernel function and generalization ability of SVM. Thus, the
selection of kernel function becomes the bottleneck of the application of
SVM.
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5.4.1 The Selection of Kernel Function
,

For binary class problem, the given sample set is
1,2, … , . The non-linear function
space

·

,

1,

implements the mapping from input

to feature space

,

:

, and the kernel function is

, where · is the inner product. Defining that z

is image of sample

in feature space namely

, the set of

is

the image set of sample, which is linear separable or approximate linear
separable after the mapping of kernel function. Then the optimal classifying
hyperplane can be constructed in feature space:
:

·

(5.38)
sgn

where b is the bias. The discriminant function is
is sign function.

is weight vector which is also the normal vector of

decision hyperplane

.

is marked as

Euclidean distance between the projection of
hyperplane

where sgn

. The unity of

, where
on

is the

and the classifying

forms the one dimension space

, which

can be seen in Figure 5.6. For the different kernel function and parameters,
the normal vector

of hyperplane of SVM is different as well.

W
H
+class
‐class

Figure 5. 6 Projection of the samples in w direction.
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It has to satisfy the Mercer condition for a function to become kernel
function. Because the selection of kernel function significantly affects the
performance of SVM, it becomes the emphasis in the research of SVM
theory. The constructed kernel should have benign generalization ability for
given samples and specific application; however, no universal method
exists currently to solve this problem. The most common kernel functions
used present are: polynomial kernel function, radial basis function, spline
kernel function and Sigmoid kernel function.

Polynomial Kernel Function
,

·

(5.39)

The polynomial kernel is one of the non-linear mapping functions, of which
the complexity is determined by the exponent number of the polynomial.
1, the polynomial kernel function turns into a

When the parameter

linear function, and the complexity of space of polynomial rises by
exponential order times along with the increment of
tremendous and

·

. When

is

1, the value of kernel function trends to
·

infinity; on the other hand if

1, the value of kernel function

trends to zero, which causes difficulties to data processing. The polynomial
Kernel Function is typical global, which allows remote samples have large
effect on the value of function.

Radial Basis Function
,

exp

(5.40)

The radial basis function (RBF) is the best choice on condition that no prior
knowledge is provided. The SVM with RBF can obtain smooth estimation
and benign performance. In addition, the range of kernel value of RBF is
0,1 , which significantly simplify the computational process. When the
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scale parameter

0, all the components of multiplier vectors are above

and beyond zero, which namely all training samples can be classified
accurately, and this can result in over fitting. On the other side when the
∞, the discriminant function of SVM turns into a constant function.
This means that all samples are recognized as the same class and the
generalization ability is zero, which results in under fitting.

Spline Kernel Function
,

(5.41)

The advantage of spline kernel function is that it can approach any function.
The complexity of spline kernel depends on the number of support vectors
used to approach decision function rather than the dimension of space or
number of nodes.

Sigmoid Kernel Function
,

tanh

,

(5.42)

The Sigmoid kernel is also known as the Hyperbolic Tangent Kernel and as
the Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) kernel. The Sigmoid kernel comes from
the Neural Networks field, in which the bipolar sigmoid function is
frequently employed as the activation function for artificial neurons.

5.4.2 The Selection of Parameters of Kernel Function
It is difficult to predict the practical generalization ability of SVM only with
the training set, which has become a crucial problem. The cross validation
is one of the most common methods used to solve this problem. Learning
machine is trained first then the test is based on testing set of which the
corresponding testing error is used to evaluate the generalization ability of
trained machine. Usually the sample points with number
divided into

sub-sets:

,

,…,

are randomly

which are disjoint sets, and totally
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times training and testing are operated. For the
,…,

chosen as the testing set, and other sets

operation, set
,

,…,

is

are set as

training sets which are used to train the learning machine. After that the
is used to test the machine. Supposing that the number of misclassified
sample is
of ∑

and after operating

times it has

to the total number of samples

error rate of the machine. The ratio is

, , … , . Then the ratio

can be used to estimate the

∑

and called

repeated error

of cross validation.

5.4.3 Selection of Penalty Factor
According to the Statistical Learning Theory (SLT), the expected risk of
machine learning should satisfy the Structural Risk Minimization Principle.
Namely the expected risk of learning system is composed of fiducial range
and empirical risk. The penalty factor

determines the penalty level

toward misclassified samples, which can find a balance between the
generalization ability and the sample bias.

The penalty factor

mainly affects the interval edge of SVM. Compared to

the separable SVM model, the introduction of penalty factor

is equal to

adding a constant to kernel function:
·

·
where

(5.43)

is the unit matrix. With continuous increment of

, the SVM is

equal to separable model and the corresponding classifying hyperplane in
feature space becomes increasingly complicated., which results in
relatively small misclassified samples. When

is with a little value, the

expected risk is high but it will reduce tremendously when
The width

of interval decreases along with the increment of

gradually enlarging the interval width
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increases.
. Thus by

until no misclassified samples are

included in outside areas of interval edge, it is considered that the expected
risk of learning machine can be maintained at a low level with this width

.

5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter the basic principle of SVM is first introduced, and the
algorithms of linear and non-linear SVM are exposited from the point of
view of optimal classifying plane. Secondly the performances of multi-class
classification methods including one-against-all, one-against-one, DAG are
analyzed, and posterior probability based algorithm of SVM is proposed
aiming at the situation that one particular hand gesture belongs to multiple
classes simultaneously. Finally the parameters of SVM are analyzed from
the aspects of kernel functions as well as penalty factor. Based on the
theoretical basis in chapters 3, 4 and 5, in following chapter under the
developing environment of Microsoft Visual Studio 2008, simulation
experiments of algorithms in each stage of vision based hand gesture
recognition system are performed by utilizing the open source library
OpenCV and SVM toolkit LIBSVM [95].
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Chapter 6
System
Results

testing

and

Experiment

6.1 The System Environment and Overview

6.1.1 The system Environment Used to Developing and Testing.

Software Environment
Operation system: Windows XP
Programming environment: Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 and and Open
Source Library OpenCV [96]

Hardware Environment
CPU: Celeron(R), Frequency: 1.8G
RAM: 1G
Web camera: Creative 73VF007000004
Technical Details of web camera:
•Video capture resolution: 640*480
•Image type: JPEG
•Image Capture Speed: 30 fps
•Interface type: USB 2.0 (Fully compatible with USB 1.1)
•SNR: > 48dB
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•Visual angle: Wide-angle lens captures everyone in the video
•Supported format: VFW, DirectShow

6.1.2 System Overview
The dynamic hand gesture recognition system, which is based on the
well-known "Wave Controller" technology developed at the University of
Wolllongong [1-3] can simplify the way humans interact with computers and
other non-critical consumer electronic equipment. The proposed system
discussed here has significantly improved from the attempt using static
hand gesture system. The dynamic hand gesture recognition system
proposed here is a real time system with moderate computing
requirements while recognising significantly more gestures than the seven
known to the "Wave Controller" [1]. Dynamic gesture recognition also
minimizes the problems associated with hand moments in static hand
gesture recognition systems. The system is capable of rejecting
unintentional gestures more easily than a static system because of the
'start' and 'stop' routines associated with dynamic gestures. A flow chart of
the implementation steps of the system is depicted in Figure 6.1. As clearly
outlined in the flowchart, when an image is acquired, it is processed and
noise removed and classified immediately to see whether the captured
gesture is 'start' so that successive gestures could be captured. Hence, any
unintentional gesture will be disregarded by the system. If and when a
'start' gesture is recognized, the system will be ready to capture a second,
third and many more to interpret them for further actions. The capturing
and interpreting will cease once a 'stop' gesture is captured. We have set
the system to capture images every 250 milliseconds. In our new attempt to
process and recognize images using C++ rather than Matlab, we have
succeeded in using less computing power and process more images in real
time. Two examples of sequences of dynamic hand gesture recognition
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can be seen in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.

Image Acquisition
No

Recognition of 'start'
image
Yes
Image Acquisition

Sequence
memorization
1

No

Recognition of stop
image? or
Yes
Recognition of dynamic
gesture

Figure 6. 1 Flowchart of Dynamic hand gesture system.

Figure 6. 2 Dynamic gesture with the command sequence: 'start->switch->down->stop'

Figure 6. 3 Dynamic gesture with the command sequence: 'start->volume->up->stop'
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The Graphical User Interface (GUI) created by using Microsoft Visual
Studio 2008 can be seen in Figure 6.4. The employment of OpenCV for
image processing tasks and SVM for hand gesture recognition results in a
ten-fold speed up of the processing which facilitates dynamic gesture
recognition.

Figure 6. 4 GUI of Dynamic gesture recognition developed in our work.

6.2 Image Processing Results

6.2.1 The Capture of Image of Hand Gesture
The Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated development environment
(IDE) from Microsoft. It can be utilized to develop console and graphical
user interface applications along with Windows-form applications. Visual
Studio integrates debugger working both in a source-level and in a
machine-level. Besides of the built-in tools including a designer for
establishing GUI applications, web designer, class designer and database
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schema designer, it also accepts plug-ins that enhance the functionality at
almost every level. Nearly any programming language is supported by
Visual Studio, and the built-in programming languages include C/C++, C#,
VB.NET and F#. In our method, we use C/C++ language together with
OpenCV toolkit to implement the image capture and processing. The main
code of image capture based on interface of OpenCV is as below:
...
int width=320;//Define the image resolution ratio
int height=240;
IplImage

*pRgb=cvCreateImage(cvSize(width,height),

IPL_DEPTH_8U,

3);
videoInput video;//Create capturing object
video.setupDevice(0, width, height);//Configure device
while(1)
{
if(video.isFrameNew(0))
{
video.getPixels(0,
(unsigned char *)pRgb->imageData, false, true);//Capture one frame
char c=cvWaitKey(1);
if(c==27) break;//Press ESC to exit
cvShowImage(“Video”, pRgb);//Show display window
}
}

…

6.2.2 Image Processing
The image processing tasks remain essentially the same as in our first
attempt developing a static gesture recognition system. This includes
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captured image is being pre-processed for noise removal using
morphological filtering and skin region segmentation. The captured images
of hand gestures from a real-time video stream must be processed before
they can be interpreted by a computer. It is vital that the captured image is
registered as a hand gesture using skin segmentation after removing the
background of the image. The skin segmentation technique used in this
research involves converting the image from RGB to YCbCr format [1].

As described in Chapter 3, the YCbCr is a digital color system which is
extensively used for digital visual applications. The value of pixels in YCbCr
space in our system is uint8 type which represents 8-bit integer from 0 to
255. The important thing is that the color-difference components Cb and Cr
have distinguishable cluster values for skin color and non-skin color. An
example of the conversion from RGB to YCbCr color space can be seen in
Figure 6.5. Figure 6.6 shows the three components of YCbCr image. A
number of values of three components for skin and non-skin patch from
sample points are obtained and shown in Table 6.1.

Figure 6. 5 Conversion of image from RGB to YCbCr model.

Figure 6. 6 The component Y, Cb and Cr of YCbCr image.
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Table 6. 1 Values of skin and non-skin patch in different components of YCbCr image.
Skin Patch

VS

Non-Skin Patch

Row

Col

Y

Cb

Cr

Row

Col

Y

Cb

Cr

54

159

141

117

139

31

159

178

129

122

78

167

146

117

141

63

180

186

132

123

74

159

133

115

143

79

193

185

128

123

71

170

110

117

136

98

208

188

130

126

100

178

165

122

141

73

252

161

130

126

122

195

122

118

134

23

294

142

131

123

125

170

142

117

141

205

213

153

126

129

141

161

114

119

143

215

59

208

128

129

186

186

125

114

140

202

288

16

128

128

183

152

110

119

139

139

306

16

128

128

183

83

141

119

144

208

302

97

130

123

Y component is not considered in our method since it distributes uniformly
across (0, 255) and is too sensitive to the alternation of luminance. To
simplify, the distribution of values of Cb and Cr is plot in Figure 6.7.

Skin Patch vs Non-Skin Patch
150
145

Cr

140
135
130
125
120
110

115

120

125

130

135

Cb
Skin Patch

Non-Skin Patch

Figure 6. 7 The distribution of skin and non-skin patch by using Cb and Cr components.
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It is obvious that the pixels with skin color and non-skin color cluster
separably. Thus it is efficient and reliable to use this approach to filter
non-skin objects and retain hand gesture region in an image. Another
advantage of this approach is that the influence of luminosity can be
removed during the conversion process, making the segmentation less
dependent on the lighting conditions, which has always been a critical
obstacle for image recognition. The threshold values are obtained from the
database and the final value of threshold based on our practical experiment
results is as below:

Table 6. 2 Filter threshold for different luminance conditions.

Incandescent

Fluorescent

100

122

108

125

132

150

132

151

6.2.3 Segmentation of Hand
Previous research [1] has described a system that used long sleeved
shirt/garment which resulted in straight forward hand gestures when
processed with skin segmentation filter. However, when part of the arm is
captured along with the hand as seen in Figure 6.8(a), there needs to be
further processing to isolate the hand area. We were inspired by the work
carried out by K. Abe et. al. [88] in which arm region was removed from the
hand region for effective hand gesture recognition. However, their
approach does not produce real-time wrist recognition as it involves
developing contour for the entire hand and arm area. In our observation, a
rolled up arm or short sleeved dress will have an arm region which is
straight compared hand. If these straight sections are represented using
two straight lines (red) as in Figure 6.8(b), we can estimate the deviation of
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the hand contour from a straight line. Using a dataset of more than 50
hand-arm images, we determined that when the contour deviates 10%
distance from the straight lines, wrist section can be reliably estimated.
Once the wrist is located, hand regions can be segmented from potential
hand gestures.

Figure 6. 8 Hand region with arm (a) and the wrist section (b).

6.2.4 Gesture Normalisation
Gesture normalization uses the well-known morphological filtering
technique using erosion combined with dilation. The code of morphological
operation is as below:
…
IplConvKernel*
0,CV_SHAPE_ELLIPSE,

element=

cvCreateStructuringElementEx(

5,

5,

0,

NULL ); //define the element structure for

Morphological

cvMorphologyEx(

pImgBlob,

pImgBlob,

NULL,

element,

pImgBlob,

NULL,

element,

CV_MOP_OPEN,1 );//open operation
cvMorphologyEx(

pImgBlob,

CV_MOP_CLOSE,1 );//close operation
cvReleaseStructuringElement(&element);//release
structure

…
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the

element

Then the hand region is selected and other small objects are abandoned
by using codes below, in which all connected pixels are marked as one
regions and the region with the maximum number of pixels is considered
as final hand gesture.
…
blobs = CBlobResult( pImgBin, NULL, 0 );//finde the blobs
blobs.Filter(

blobs,

B_EXCLUDE,

1000 );//exclude the ones values

CBlobGetArea(),

B_LESS,

less than param2

for (int i = 0; i < blobs.GetNumBlobs(); i++ )//blobs.GetNumBlobs()=1
if there is no other

skin color object in the camera

{
currentBlob = blobs.GetBlob(i);
currentBlob->FillBlob( pImgBlob,pixel);
}

…

The results of a number of results of skin segmentation and normalization
are showed in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10. As seen from Figure 6.9, the
hand region is successfully segmented out of captured image, and the
shadow of the hand has no influence on the testing result. Images with
non-uniform background are also tested and the results are shown in
Figure 6.10.

According to Figure 6.10, it is obvious that many scattered patterns and
noise spots are produced in images with non-uniform background after skin
segmentation process especially in the first set of images which are
captured under the condition of incandescent light. However, only the
smooth hand region without any other noise pixels is obtained after
process of normalization operation. It is notable that for the last two set of
images captured under the fluorescent light, less noise are produced. This
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is because fluorescent light generates white light and the original color of
object is retained. On the other hand, incandescent light generates
yellowish color which modifies the color of object to be more skin like. In a
word, the performance of the skin segmentation and normalization is firmly
stable and robust against the cluttered background and alternation of
lighting condition. Nevertheless, the large skin colored object should be
avoided to appear in the field of camera.

Original Image
Skin segmentation image
Normalised Image
Figure 6. 9 Skin segmentation and normalization in uniform background.
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Original Image

Skin segmentation image

Normalised Image

Figure 6. 10 Segmentation and normalization in non-uniform background.

6.3 The Extraction of Features of Hand Images
Image classification is a very mature field today. There are many
approaches to finding matches between images or image segments.
Starting from the basic correlation approach to the scale-space technique,
they offer a variety of feature extraction methods with varying success.
However, it is very critical in hand gesture recognition that the feature
extraction is fast and captures the essence of a gesture in unique small
data set. Neither the Fouier descriptor, which results in a large set of values
for a given image, nor scale space succeed in this context. The proposed
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approach of using moment invariants stems from our success in
developing the "Wave Controller". Gesture variations caused by rotation,
scaling and translation can be circumvented by using a set of features,
such as moment invariants, that are invariant to these operations. Moment
invariants are still retained as the major set of features. The code of
calculation of moment invariants is as below and Figure 6.11 shows the
part of the original data of feature set.
…
*CvMoments
CvHuMoments

moments;//define the variable of moments
hu; //define the variable of Hu moments

cvMoments(pImgBlob,&moments,1);
cvGetHuMoments(&moments,&hu);//acquire the Hu moment
cout<<hu.hu1<<endl<<hu.hu2<<endl<<hu.hu3<<endl<<hu.hu4<<endl;

…

Figure 6. 11 Original data of extracted Hu Moments of numerical hand gestures.
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The data format used for LibSVM is: <label> : <value 1> <index 1> : <value
2> <index 2>,…, where <label> is the target value of training sample. For
classification, the integer used to mark the certain category, and in our
approach, label 1~7 are used to label 7 classes of samples. As described in
chapter 4 only the first 4 Hu moments are used as features since the most
valuable information is contained in low order ones, thus the index is 1~4
and another one with index -1 is needed as an end mark. For example, one
set of features belonging to class 1 is 1: 0.191745 1: 0.00314466 2:
0.00224405 3: 0.000434602 4: -1.

6.4 SVM Training and Testing
LibSVM is an open source toolkit for SVM which was developed by
Chih-Jen Lin [95] using C++, Java and other programming languages. It
can solve the regression problem (including e-SVR and n-SVR), and
classification problem (including C-SVC and n-SVC), and distribution
estimation. It provides users with four staple kernel functions including
polynomial kernel, linear kernel, Sigmoid kernel and RBF kernel, which
effectively solve the problem of unbalanced sample weighting, probability
estimation of multi-class, cross validation and parameter selection, and
together with the efficiency it has found extensive applications in pattern
recognition.

In this approach, 'svmtrain' command is used to train the samples, and a
model file with suffix of ".model" is generated. The classification model is
named as 'hand_SVM.model'. In order to find the best model for our
system, we have conducted a larger number of experiments to compare
classification accuracy of different classifying kernel functions and
parameters. The experiment result can be seen in Table 6.3, where
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is

the penalty factor and

, ,

are parameters of kernel function. To test the

SVM classifier, the first four Hu moment invariants of processed hand
region image are used as input vector. 'svmpredict' command is used to
implement the classification by utilizing trained '.model' file.

Table 6. 3 Classification rate with different kernel function and parameters for training set
and test set.
Kernel

Multi-class

Parameters of

Recognition Rate

Recognition

Function

Classification

Kernel Function

Using

Rate Using

One-against-one

2 ,

2 ,

Training

Samples

Testing Samples

1,

95.4%

95%

1,

95.9%

95.2%

1,

95.2%

95%

3
One-against-all

2 ,

2 ,

Polynomial
2
DAG

2 ,

2 ,
2

RBF

Neural

One-against-one

2 ,

2

96.1%

95.6%

One-against-all

2 ,

2

97.1%

96.5%

DAG

2 ,

2

96%

95.6%

92.4%

87.8%

BP Network

Network

From Table 6.3 it can be seen that the performance of SVM is superior to
BP network we used in previous work, which proves that SVM is a
relatively stable and efficient classifier. It has good generalization ability
and advantages in problems with small number of samples. Generally
speaking, we can see that for different kind of kernel functions with different
multi-class classification methods, the classification accuracy pretty much
the same. Relatively, the recognition rate of RBF kernel function is a little
more than polynomial kernel function, and the stability of RBF is better than
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any other kernel functions. Especially the one-against-all RBF kernel
function has the highest classification accuracy in our experiments. After
the introduction of posterior probability, the recognition rate is enhanced to
97.8% with RBF kernel function. Besides, the less number of parameters of
RBF makes the RBF is much easier to use than polynomial and DAG
kernel function.

In order to analyse the accuracy, confusion matrix is employed to conduct
the quantitative analysis toward the one-against-all SVM with RBF kernel.
We found that the relatively low accuracy happens to hand gesture 4 and 5.
And worse accuracy was obtained by using other classifier such as BP
network. The 9 misclassified hand gestures 5 are totally recognized as
gesture 4. After analysis it can be found that the low native discrimination is
the major reason for misclassification. Also the unity and standardization of
sample capture have certain effect to final result.

6.5 Conclusion
This chapter is based on the theory described in chapter 3, 4 and 5. In this
chapter, the performance of algorithms in each phases were tested.
One-against-all, one-against-one and DAG based multi-class classification
methods were also compared for our dynamic hand gesture recognition
system. The optimal parameters of SVM for hand gesture recognition were
determined by using cross validation. The experiment results showed that
dynamic gesture recognition method proposed here is more robust and
accurate than that in static had gesture recognition system. The
one-against-all RBF kernel SVM algorithm has achieved the ideal
recognition result which is average 96.5%.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
Vision based hand gesture recognition is one of the most important
research subject in the field of intelligent human-computer interaction.
Because vision based hand gesture recognition utilizes web camera to
capture information of gestures, it is not required to purchase expensive
devices. In addition, it is much more natural and convenient than other
traditional human-machine interactive systems such as keyboard and
mouse, which has increased computer usage and engaging the older
generation and has further thrust human computer interaction to a new
level of sophistication. Thus it has pivotal theoretical value and tremendous
application prospect.

Under the development environment of Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 and
taking advantage of the open source library OpenCV, we conducted
research and testes one algorithm of each stage of vision based hand
gesture recognition. The concreted content is described below:

At the phase of segmentation of hand region, YCbCr color space is
employed in order to reduce the disturbance from lighting variation due to
its property that the color information and luminance information are
separated. Even though YCbCr domain facilitates the skin segmentation
process, it always results in noisy spots due to lighting variations. Thus,
after segmentation and arm removal, normalization stage including
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morphological filtering is employed to obtain a smooth region of hand
gesture, which is stored as a logical bitmap image. Experiment results
showed that the algorithm at this phase has satisfying effect of
segmentation.

At the phase of feature extraction, the validity of Hu moments is verified
and employed as features of hand gesture images. The experiment results
showed that a particular set of Hu moments can uniquely identify a
particular gesture, and its invariance to rotation, translation and scale has
solved the problem of rotation and scale generated by different users
during video capture phase.

In the terms of multi-classification of SVM, the classification performance of
one-against-all, one-against-one, and DAG algorithms are verified
respectively. Further research was conducted on the optimization problem
of parameters of SVM. The experiment results showed that one-against-all
RBF kernel function of SVM has high recognition rate.

For part of dynamic gesture recognition, when an image is acquired, it is
processed and noise removed and classified immediately to see whether
the captured gesture is 'start'' so that successive gestures could be
captured. Hence any unintentional gestures will disregarded by the system.
If and when a 'start' gesture is recognized, the system will be ready to
capture a second, third and many more to interpret them further actions.
The capturing and interpreting will cease once a 'stop' gesture is captured.
Finally, a graphical user interface, which is based on the Microsoft Visual
Studio 2008 developing environment in C++ programming language, is
developed to apply our system into real application of human-computer
interaction.
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The following innovative steps highlight the uniqueness of the dynamic
gesture recognition approach:
1. Hand gestures are performed against a non-uniform background;
this will result in a very robust and practical system.
2. The distance between the camera and different gestures can vary,
which will result in different-sized pictures; however, using moment
invariants for feature selection will result in scale invariant features .
3. No markers or special gloves will be used.
4. Real-time implementation will use modest computing power as all
the processing is done using C and C++ instead of Matlab.
5. Arm removal algorithm was proposed for effective hand gesture
recognition.
6. Dynamic hand gesture recognition method proposed is more robust
than static hand gesture.
7. SVM and Hu moment invariants are combined together to
implement the recognition.

Although the results of the proposed system have been very encouraging,
more efforts should still be devoted for further research. We are also
conducting research into running entire processing on Field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) by passing a computer. Our goal is to implement
Dynamic Hand Gesture System on a Chip (IC).
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Appendix A
Matlab Code

Main routine:

function varargout = RCS1(varargin)
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',

mfilename, ...

'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @RCS1_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @RCS1_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback',

[]);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before RCS1 is made visible.
function RCS1_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject

handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% varargin

command line arguments to RCS1 (see VARARGIN)

% Choose default command line output for RCS1
handles.output = hObject;
% Monitor_Mode(hObject, eventdata, handles);
%dio = digitalio('parallel','LPT1');
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%hwline = addline(dio,0:7,'out');
%Initilize all data pins to low asserted state
%putvalue(dio.line(1:8), 0);
logo = imread('logo.jpg');
handles.logo = logo;
axes(handles.video_window);
subimage(logo);
axis off;
handles.light = 'fluorescent';
guidata(hObject, handles);

% UIWAIT makes RCS1 wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
function Press_Button(RemoteControl,CommandCode, button_name,
hObject, handles)
%dio = digitalio('parallel','LPT1');
%hwline = addline(dio,0:7,'out');
%Initilize all data pins to low asserted state
% putvalue(dio.line(1:8), 0);
Time = 0.2;
RCbin = dec2binvec(RemoteControl,3);
CCbin = dec2binvec(CommandCode,5);
%Pins 1 to 5 are used for Command Code, whilst pins 6 to 8 are used
for
bvdata = [CCbin RCbin];
%putvalue(dio.line(1:8), bvdata);
temp = sprintf('%s', button_name);
set(handles.LCD,'string',temp);
%

disp( sprintf('Remote control %d is selected ',

RemoteControl(1)) )
%

disp( sprintf('Command code is %d ', CommandCode(1)) )
pause(Time);
%putvalue(dio.line(1:8), 0);
uiresume;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
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function varargout = RCS1_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject

handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
% --- Executes on button press in AutoSearch.
function AutoSearch_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject

handle to AutoSearch (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

temp = ['Auto Search'];
set(handles.LCD,'string',temp);
%dio = digitalio('parallel','LPT1');
%hwline = addline(dio,0:7,'out');
% putvalue(dio.line(1:8), 0);
Time = 3;
RCbin = dec2binvec(1,3);
CCbin = dec2binvec(1,5);
bvdata = [CCbin RCbin];
%putvalue(dio.line(1:8), bvdata);
pause(Time);
%putvalue(dio.line(1:8), 0);
uiresume;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% --- Executes on button press in tv1.
function tv1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,1,'TV1',hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in video1.
function video1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,2,'Video 1',hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in power.
function power_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,3,'Power',hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
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% --- Executes on button press in cha_up.
function cha_up_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,4,'Channel Up',hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in cha_down.
function cha_down_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,5,'Channel Down',hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in vol_up.
function vol_up_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,6,'Volume Up',hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in vol_down.
function vol_down_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,7,'Volume Down',hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in tv_av.
function tv_av_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,8,'TV/AV',hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in play.
function play_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,9,'Play',hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in stop.
function stop_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
Press_Button(1,10,'Stop',hObject,handles)
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in start_capture.
function start_capture_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject

handle to start_capture (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

%Initialize video stream
if isfield(handles,'outdata')
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handles = rmfield(handles,'outdata');
end
guidata(hObject, handles);
set(handles.start_capture,'enable','off');
set(handles.stop_capture,'enable','on');
set(handles.stop_capture,'UserData',0);
vid = videoinput('winvideo',1,'RGB24_320x240');
handles.vid = vid;
set(handles.vid,'FramesPerTrigger',1);
set(handles.vid,'TriggerRepeat',Inf);
triggerconfig(handles.vid, 'Manual');
guidata(hObject, handles);
load svm_model %Load the neural network that is used for
classification
%

load my_net %the BP network
start(handles.vid);
trigger(handles.vid);
frame = (getdata(handles.vid,1,'uint8'));
Time = 0.25;

%Time interval between two captures

pre_gesture = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';
start_status = 0;
volume_status = 0;
channel_status =0;

while 1
trigger(handles.vid);
if get(handles.stop_capture,'UserData')
break;
else
%

frame = (getdata(handles.vid,1,'uint8'));
frame1 = getsnapshot(handles.vid);
axes(handles.video_window);
subimage(frame1);
axis off;
pause(Time);
frame2 = getsnapshot(handles.vid);
axes(handles.video_window);
subimage(frame2);
axis off;
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pause(Time);
frame3 = getsnapshot(handles.vid);
axes(handles.video_window);
subimage(frame3);
axis off;
pause(Time);
frame4 = getsnapshot(handles.vid);
axes(handles.video_window);
subimage(frame4);
axis off;

skin = skin_segmentation(frame1, handles.light);
%[height,width] = size(skin);
phi = moment_invariant(skin);
if phi == [0 0 0 0]'
%label = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';
Y1=9;
else
phi=phi';%svm network need the properities to be
horizontial
[Y1,A] = svmpredict(1,phi,model);%"A"and "1" are useless
but need to be there
%for svm network the output is the classified category
no.
end
skin = skin_segmentation(frame2, handles.light);
phi = moment_invariant(skin);
if phi == [0 0 0 0]'
%label = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';
Y2=9;
else
phi=phi';
[Y2,A] = svmpredict(1,phi,model);
end
skin = skin_segmentation(frame3, handles.light);
phi = moment_invariant(skin);
if phi == [0 0 0 0]'
%label = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';
Y3=9;
else
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phi=phi';
[Y3,A] = svmpredict(1,phi,model);
end
skin = skin_segmentation(frame4, handles.light);
phi = moment_invariant(skin);
if phi == [0 0 0 0]'
%label = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';
Y4=9;
else
phi=phi';
[Y4,A] = svmpredict(1,phi,model);
end
Yt=[Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4]%test the most gestures in the 4 photos
Yvalue=unique(Yt);
if (length(Yvalue)==1)
Y=Y4;
elseif (length(Yvalue)==4)
Y=10;
else
Ycount=hist(Yt,Yvalue);%find the number of corresponding
gesture
Ymat=[Yvalue' Ycount'];%establish the matrix of the category
of gesture and its no.
Ysort=sortrows(Ymat,-2);%sort the matrix by sorting the
column 2-the number of every gesture
%Ysort(1,1)

%minus means using descending order

%Numbhand=Ysort(1,2);
Y=Ysort(1,1);
end
%if Numbhand>=2
%Y=Ysort(1,1);
if Y==1
label=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0]';
elseif Y==2
label=[0 1 0 0 0 0 0]';
elseif Y==3
label=[0 0 1 0 0 0 0]';
elseif Y==4
label=[0 0 0 1 0 0 0]';
elseif Y==5
label=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0]';
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elseif Y==6
label=[0 0 0 0 0 1 0]';
elseif Y==7
label=[0 0 0 0 0 0 1]';
else
label = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';
end

%

Y = sim(new_net,phi);

%

Y_max = max(Y);

%

if Y_max < 0.4

%

label = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';

%

else

%

Y_max_rep = repmat(Y_max, [7 1]);

%

label = (Y == Y_max_rep);

%

end

%

end

%

if label == [0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0]'

%
%

start_status = ~start_status;
end

%
%

if start_status == 1

%

set(handles.LCD,'string','Start');

%

if label == [0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]'

%Volume

%

set(handles.LCD,'string','Volume');

%

volume_status = 1;

%

channel_status = 0;

%

elseif label == [0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]'

%

set(handles.LCD,'string','Channel');

%

channel_status = 1;

%

volume_status = 0;

%

elseif label == [0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0]'

%Channel

%TV/AV

%

set(handles.LCD,'string','TV/AV');

%

channel_status = 0;

%

volume_status = 0;

%

Press_Button(1,8,'TV/AV',hObject,handles);

%

elseif label == [0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0]' %Power

%

set(handles.LCD,'string','Power');

%

channel_status = 0;

%

volume_status = 0;
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%

Press_Button(1,3,'Power',hObject,handles);

%

elseif label == [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]'

%

if volume_status == 1 && channel_status == 0

%

Press_Button(1,6,'Volume

Up',hObject,handles);
%

elseif volume_status == 0 && channel_status == 1

%

Press_Button(1,4,'Channel

Up',hObject,handles);
%

end

%

elseif label == [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]'

%

if volume_status == 1 && channel_status == 0

%

Press_Button(1,7,'Volume

Down',hObject,handles);
%

elseif volume_status == 0 && channel_status == 1

%

Press_Button(1,5,'Channel

Down',hObject,handles);
%

end

%

else

%

set(handles.LCD,'string','Unclassified input');

%
%

end
end

if label == [1 0 0 0 0 0 0]'
%

set(handles.LCD,'string','Up');
if volume_status == 1 && channel_status == 0
Press_Button(1,6,'Volume Up',hObject,handles);
elseif volume_status == 0 && channel_status == 1
Press_Button(1,4,'Channel Up',hObject,handles);
end
elseif label == [0 1 0 0 0 0 0]'

%

set(handles.LCD,'string','Down');
if volume_status == 1 && channel_status == 0
Press_Button(1,7,'Volume Down',hObject,handles);
elseif volume_status == 0 && channel_status == 1
Press_Button(1,5,'Channel Down',hObject,handles);
end
elseif label == [0 0 1 0 0 0 0]'
if start_status == 1
set(handles.LCD,'string','Volume');
volume_status = 1;
channel_status = 0;
end
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elseif label == [0 0 0 1 0 0 0]'
if start_status == 1
set(handles.LCD,'string','Channel');
channel_status = 1;
volume_status = 0;
end
elseif label == [0 0 0 0 1 0 0]'
if start_status == 1
%

set(handles.LCD,'string','TV/AV');
Press_Button(1,8,'TV/AV',hObject,handles);
end
elseif label == [0 0 0 0 0 1 0]'
if start_status == 1

%

set(handles.LCD,'string','Power');
Press_Button(1,3,'Power',hObject,handles);
end
elseif label == [0 0 0 0 0 0 1]'
set(handles.LCD,'string','Start');
start_status = 1;
else
set(handles.LCD,'string','Unclassified input');
end
pre_gesture = label;
pause(Time);
uiresume;
end
end
pre_gesture = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';
axes(handles.video_window);
axis off;
cla;
subimage(handles.logo);
axis off;
set(handles.LCD,'string','Hand gesture recognition system');
delete(handles.vid);
clear handles.vid;
imaqreset;
guidata(hObject, handles);
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% --- Executes on button press in stop_capture.
function stop_capture_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject

handle to stop_capture (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

set(handles.start_capture,'enable','on');
set(handles.stop_capture,'enable','off');
set(handles.stop_capture,'UserData',1);
set(handles.stop_capture,'UserData',1);
set(handles.stop_capture,'UserData',1);
set(handles.stop_capture,'UserData',1);
set(handles.stop_capture,'UserData',1);
guidata(hObject, handles);
function LCD_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject

handle to LCD (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of LCD as text
%

str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of LCD as

a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function LCD_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject

handle to LCD (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns

called
if ispc
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
else
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundCol
or'));
end
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%

See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
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% function Monitor_Mode(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% set(handles.start_capture,'enable','on');
% set(handles.stop_capture,'enable','off');
% % Update handles structure
% guidata(hObject, handles);
function radioBulb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject

handle to radioMonitor (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of radioMonitor
selected_mode = 1;
set(hObject,'value',selected_mode);
set(handles.radioNeon,'value',~selected_mode);
set(handles.radioNatural,'value',~selected_mode);
handles.light = 'incandescent';
set(handles.LCD,'string','Incandescent Lighting Condition');
guidata(hObject, handles);
function radioNeon_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject

handle to radioMonitor (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of radioMonitor
selected_mode = 1;
set(hObject,'value',selected_mode);
set(handles.radioBulb,'value',~selected_mode);
set(handles.radioNatural,'value',~selected_mode);
handles.light = 'fluorescent';
set(handles.LCD,'string','Fluorescent Lighting Condition');
guidata(hObject, handles);
function radioNatural_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
selected_mode = 1;
set(hObject,'value',selected_mode);
set(handles.radioBulb,'value',~selected_mode);
set(handles.radioNeon,'value',~selected_mode);
handles.light = 'natural';
set(handles.LCD,'string','Natural Lighting Condition');
guidata(hObject, handles);
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Skin segmentation:
function skin = skin_segmentation(picture, light_condition)
Cb_min = 0; Cb_max = 0; Cr_min = 0; Cr_max = 0;
if strcmp(light_condition, 'incandescent')
Cb_min = 100;

Cb_max = 122;

Cr_min = 132;

Cr_max = 150;

elseif strcmp(light_condition, 'fluorescent')
%

Cb_min = 110;

Cb_max = 125;

%

Cr_min = 130;

Cr_max = 151;

Cb_min = 106;

Cb_max = 128;

Cr_min = 134;

Cr_max = 157;

elseif strcmp(light_condition, 'natural')
Cb_min = 106;

Cb_max = 128;

Cr_min = 134;

Cr_max = 157;

%

Cb_min = 111;

Cb_max = 128;

%

Cr_min = 134;

Cr_max = 150;

end
[height,width,layer] = size(picture);
%figure;
% subplot(1,3,1);imshow(a);title('Original Image');
count = 0;
c = rgb2ycbcr(picture);
skin = zeros(height, width);
% e = rgb2hsv(picture);
for y = 1:height
for x = 1:width
if ( ((c(y,x,2) >= Cb_min) && (c(y,x,2) <= Cb_max)) ...
&& ((c(y,x,3) >= Cr_min) && (c(y,x,3) <= Cr_max)) )
skin(y,x) = picture(y,x);
count = count+1;
%disp(sprintf('Found skin pixel at y=%d x=%d Cr=%d Cb=%d',
%y,x,Cr,Cb));
end
end
end
% disp(sprintf('Number of pixels matched: %d',count));
% subplot(1,3,2);imshow(uint8(skin));title('Skin Segmentation
Image');
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skin = dither(skin); %Convert to BW mode
skin = remove_noise(skin);
se = strel('disk',2);
skin = imopen(skin, se);
se = strel('disk',2);
skin = imclose(skin, se);
skin = imfill(skin, 'holes');
% if skin ~= zeros(height,width)
% end
% subplot(1,3,3);imshow(skin);title('Smoothed Image');

normalization.m:
function normal = normalization(x,kind)
% by Li Yang BNU MATH Email:farutoliyang@gmail.com QQ:516667408
% last modified 2009.2.24
%
if nargin < 2
kind = 2;%kind = 1 or 2 ±íÊ¾µÚÒ»Àà»òµÚ¶þÀà¹æ·¶»¯
end
[m,n] = size(x);
normal = zeros(m,n);
%% normalize the data x to [0,1]
if kind == 1
for i = 1:m
ma = max( x(i,:) );
mi = min( x(i,:) );
normal(i,:) = ( x(i,:)-mi )./( ma-mi );
end
end
%% normalize the data x to [-1,1]
if kind == 2
for i = 1:m
mea = mean( x(i,:) );
va = var( x(i,:) );
normal(i,:) = ( x(i,:)-mea )/va;
end
end
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remove_noise.m:
function new_region = remove_noise(region)
%[region_labels, no_regions] = bwlabel((region ~= 0), 8);
[region_labels, no_regions] = bwlabel(region, 8);
if no_regions == 0
new_region = region;
else
region_props = regionprops(region_labels, 'Area');
region_areas = [region_props.Area];

% Region areas

[max_area, max_idx] = max(region_areas); % Largest region area
if max_area < 500
new_region = zeros(size(region));
else
new_region = (region_labels == max_idx);
new_region = imfill(new_region, 'holes');
end
end

moment_invariant.m:
function phi = moment_invariant(pic);
[height, width, layer] = size(pic);
pic = double(pic);
%%
m00 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1:width
m00 = m00 + pic(i,j);
end
end
if m00 == 0
phi = [0 0 0 0]';
return
end

m10 = 0;
for i = 1:height
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for j = 1: width
m10 = m10 + i*pic(i,j);
end
end
m01 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1: width
m01 = m01 + j*pic(i,j);
end
end
%%
%%
i_bar = m10/m00;
j_bar = m01/m00;
%%
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
U00 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1:width
U00 = U00 + pic(i,j);
end
end
U20 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1:width
U20 = U20 + ((i-i_bar)^2)*pic(i,j);
end
end
U02 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1:width
U02 = U02 + ((j-j_bar)^2)*pic(i,j);
end
end
p = 2; q = 0; r = ((p+q)/2)+1;
n20 = U20/(U00^r);
n02 = U02/(U00^r);
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phi1 = n20 + n02;
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
U11 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1:width
U11 = U11 + (i-i_bar)*(j-j_bar)*pic(i,j);
end
end
p = 1; q = 1; r = ((p+q)/2)+1;
n11 = U11/(U00^r);
phi2 = (n20 - n02)^2 + 4*(n11^2);
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
U30 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1:width
U30 = U30 + ((i-i_bar)^3)*pic(i,j);
end
end
p = 3; q = 0; %r = ((p+q)/2)+1;
n30 = U30/(U00^2.5);
U03 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1:width
U03 = U03 + ((j-j_bar)^3)*pic(i,j);
end
end
p = 0; q = 3; %r = ((p+q)/2)+1;
n03 = U03/(U00^2.5);
U12 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1:width
U12 = U12 + (i-i_bar)*((j-j_bar)^2)*pic(i,j);
end
end
p = 1; q = 2; %r = ((p+q)/2)+1;
n12 = U12/(U00^2.5);
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U21 = 0;
for i = 1:height
for j = 1:width
U21 = U21 + ((i-i_bar)^2)*(j-j_bar)*pic(i,j);
end
end
p = 2; q = 1; %r = ((p+q)/2)+1;
n21 = U21/(U00^2.5);
phi3 = (n30 - 3*n12)^2 + (3*n21 - n03)^2;
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
phi4 = (n30 + n12)^2 + (n21 + n03)^2;
%
% phi5 = (n30-3*n12)*(n30+n12)*( (n30+n12)^2 - 3*((n21+n03)^2) ) +
(3*n21-n03)*(n21+n03)*( 3*((n30+n12)^2) - (n21+n03)^2 );
%
% phi6 = (n20-n02)*( (n30+n12)^2 - (n21+n03)^2 ) +
4*n11*(n30+n12)*(n21+n03);
%
% phi7 = (3*n21-n03)*(n30+n12)*( (n30+n12)^2 - 3*((n21+n03)^2) ) (n30-3*n12)*(n21+n03)*( 3*((n30+n12)^2) - (n21+n03)^2 );
%
% phi = [phi1 phi2 phi3 phi4 phi5 phi6 phi7]';
phi = [phi1 phi2 phi3 phi4]';
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Appendix B
C++ Code
// RCSGUIDlg.cpp :
//
#include "stdafx.h"
#include "RCSGUI.h"
#include "RCSGUIDlg.h"
#include <afx.h>
#include "BlobResult.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <list>
#include "svm.h"
#include <fstream>
#include <cv.h>
#include <cxcore.h>
#include <highgui.h>
#include "videoInput.h"
//#pragma comment(linker, "NODEFAULTLIB:atlthunk.lib")//
#pragma comment(linker, "/NODEFAULTLIB:atlthunk.lib")
//#pragma comment (lib, "cvblobslib.lib")
//#pragma comment (lib,"RegularDll.lib")
#pragma comment (lib, "videoInput.lib")
#pragma comment (lib, "libsvm.lib")

#ifdef _DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#endif

IplImage *pRgb = NULL;
IplImage *pDebugOriginal = NULL;
IplImage *pDebugSkin = NULL;
IplImage *pDebugBin = NULL;
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IplImage *pDebugBlob = NULL;
int is_debug = 0;
videoInput video;//Create the object captured
class CAboutDlg : public CDialog
{
public:
CAboutDlg();
// dialog box data
enum { IDD = IDD_ABOUTBOX };
protected:
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX);
support
// to implent
protected:
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP()
};
CAboutDlg::CAboutDlg() : CDialog(CAboutDlg::IDD)
{
}
void CAboutDlg::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX)
{
CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
}
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CAboutDlg, CDialog)
END_MESSAGE_MAP()

// CRCSGUIDlg dialog box

CRCSGUIDlg::CRCSGUIDlg(CWnd* pParent /*=NULL*/)
: CDialog(CRCSGUIDlg::IDD, pParent)
, m_incandescent_light(0)
, m_fluorescent_light(0)
, m_natural_light(0)
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// DDX/DDV

{
m_hIcon = AfxGetApp()->LoadIcon(IDR_MAINFRAME);
}
void CRCSGUIDlg::DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX)
{
CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_VIDEO, m_panel);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_RESULT, m_result);
}
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CRCSGUIDlg, CDialog)
ON_WM_SYSCOMMAND()
ON_WM_PAINT()
ON_WM_QUERYDRAGICON()
//}}AFX_MSG_MAP
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON12, &CRCSGUIDlg::OnBnClickedButton12)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON13, &CRCSGUIDlg::OnBnClickedButton13)
ON_WM_TIMER()
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_RADIO2, &CRCSGUIDlg::OnBnClickedRadio2)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON1, &CRCSGUIDlg::OnBnClickedButton1)
END_MESSAGE_MAP()

// CRCSGUIDlg message process
BOOL CRCSGUIDlg::OnInitDialog()
{
CDialog::OnInitDialog();
// put "about..." menu into sytem menu
// IDM_ABOUTBOX must in the range of system command
ASSERT((IDM_ABOUTBOX & 0xFFF0) == IDM_ABOUTBOX);
ASSERT(IDM_ABOUTBOX < 0xF000);
CMenu* pSysMenu = GetSystemMenu(FALSE);
if (pSysMenu != NULL)
{
CString strAboutMenu;
strAboutMenu.LoadString(IDS_ABOUTBOX);
if (!strAboutMenu.IsEmpty())
{
pSysMenu->AppendMenu(MF_SEPARATOR);
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pSysMenu->AppendMenu(MF_STRING, IDM_ABOUTBOX,
strAboutMenu);
}
}
// set the icon of the dialog box.
SetIcon(m_hIcon, TRUE);
SetIcon(m_hIcon, FALSE);

// set big icon
// set small icon

// TODO: here to add extra initializing code
m_frame_result[0] = 0;
m_frame_result[1] = 0;
m_frame_result[2] = 0;
m_frame_result[3] = 0;
m_frame = 0;

((CButton*)GetDlgItem(IDC_RADIO2))->SetCheck(true);
m_cb_min = 102;
m_cb_max = 128;
m_cr_min = 136;
m_cr_max = 166;
//((CButton*)GetDlgItem(IDC_RADIO3))->SetCheck(true);

m_open = FALSE;
return TRUE;
}
void CRCSGUIDlg::OnSysCommand(UINT nID, LPARAM lParam)
{
if ((nID & 0xFFF0) == IDM_ABOUTBOX)
{
CAboutDlg dlgAbout;
dlgAbout.DoModal();
}
else
{
CDialog::OnSysCommand(nID, lParam);
}
}
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// if add minimize button to dialogbox, need bellow code
// to draw the icon
// auto implented by framework
void CRCSGUIDlg::OnPaint()
{
if (IsIconic())
{
CPaintDC dc(this); //device context
SendMessage(WM_ICONERASEBKGND,
reinterpret_cast<WPARAM>(dc.GetSafeHdc()), 0);
// make the icon be placed in the middle rectangle frame
int cxIcon = GetSystemMetrics(SM_CXICON);
int cyIcon = GetSystemMetrics(SM_CYICON);
CRect rect;
GetClientRect(&rect);
int x = (rect.Width() - cxIcon + 1) / 2;
int y = (rect.Height() - cyIcon + 1) / 2;
// draw icon
dc.DrawIcon(x, y, m_hIcon);
}
else
{
CDialog::OnPaint();
}
}
//to acquire the cursor display when draging minimized window
HCURSOR CRCSGUIDlg::OnQueryDragIcon()
{
return static_cast<HCURSOR>(m_hIcon);
}

void CRCSGUIDlg::OnBnClickedButton12()
{
if (m_open)
{
return ;
}
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int width=320;//define the width of image
int height=240;//define the height of image
pRgb=cvCreateImage(cvSize(width,height), IPL_DEPTH_8U, 3);
//define pointer of image and create image framework
//create the number of channels and depth of image
pDebugOriginal = cvCreateImage(cvSize(width * 4, height ),
IPL_DEPTH_8U, 3);
pDebugSkin = cvCreateImage(cvSize(width * 4, height ),
IPL_DEPTH_8U, 3);
pDebugBin = cvCreateImage(cvSize(width * 4, height ), IPL_DEPTH_8U,
1);
pDebugBlob = cvCreateImage(cvSize(width * 4, height ),
IPL_DEPTH_8U, 1);
video.setupDevice(0, width, height);//configurate video device
//video.showSettingsWindow(0);
//to display the window of configurate,can be omitted
m_open = TRUE;
SetTimer(1, 250, NULL);
// TODO: here add code of control notice process
}
void CRCSGUIDlg::OnBnClickedButton13()
{
// TODO: same as above
// stop capturing
cvReleaseImage(&pRgb);
video.stopDevice(0);
m_open = FALSE;
}

void CRCSGUIDlg::ShowImage(IplImage *img)
{
CDC* pDC = GetDlgItem(IDC_VIDEO)->GetDC();
HDC hdc = pDC->GetSafeHdc();
CRect rect;
GetDlgItem(IDC_VIDEO)->GetClientRect(&rect);
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IplImage* out_img = cvCreateImage(cvSize(rect.Width(),
rect.Height()), IPL_DEPTH_8U, img->nChannels);
cvResize(img, out_img);
CvvImage cimg;
cimg.CopyOf(out_img);
cimg.DrawToHDC(hdc, &rect);
ReleaseDC(pDC);
cvReleaseImage(&out_img);
}

void MyCopy(IplImage* src, IplImage* dst, CvPoint p)
{
int i;
int j;
for(i = 0; i < src->width; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j< src->height; j++)
{
CvScalar s;
s = cvGet2D(src, j, i);
cvSet2D(dst, p.y + j, p.x + i, s);
}
}
}

void CRCSGUIDlg::OnTimer(UINT_PTR nIDEvent)
{
// TODO: to add code of message processing

if(((CButton*)GetDlgItem(IDC_RADIO1))->GetCheck())
{
m_cb_min = 100;
m_cb_max = 122;
m_cr_min = 132;
m_cr_max = 150;
}
if(((CButton*)GetDlgItem(IDC_RADIO2))->GetCheck())
{
m_cb_min = 102;
m_cb_max = 128;
m_cr_min = 136;
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m_cr_max = 166;
}
if(((CButton*)GetDlgItem(IDC_RADIO3))->GetCheck())
{
m_cb_min = 106;
m_cb_max = 128;
m_cr_min = 134;
m_cr_max = 157;
}

if(m_open == false)
{
return ;
}
if(video.isFrameNew(0))
{
video.getPixels(0, (unsigned char *)pRgb->imageData, false,
true); //captured one frame of image and sent it to pRgb.
/*CvSize size = cvGetSize(pRgb);
cout<<size.width<<" * "<<size.height<<endl;*/
//::cvFlip(pRgb, pRgb, 1);
ShowImage(pRgb);
//m_frame ++;

//cvShowImage("Video", pRgb);//show image
}
CBlobResult blobs;

//command from CBlob toolbox

//to acquire the blob of an image
CBlob *currentBlob;
IplImage* pImgBgr=pRgb; //define the pointer of BGR image
//In OpenCV BGR is adopted rather than RGB
IplImage* pImgYcc=NULL;//define image pointer
IplImage* pImgSkin=NULL;//define image pointer
IplImage* pImgGray=NULL;//define image pointer
IplImage* pImgBin=NULL;//define image pointer
IplImage* pImgBlob=NULL;//define image pointer

CvMoments

moments; //demine moment invariants
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CvHuMoments
if(pImgBgr)

hu; //define Hu moment invariants
//loag image

{
int width, height,depth,nChannels;//define characteristics of
//image
CvSize size;//the variable contains width and height of image
size = cvGetSize(pImgBgr);//get width and height
width=size.width;//overlap
height=size.height;
depth=pImgBgr->depth;//get depth of image
nChannels=pImgBgr->nChannels;//get channel of image
//cout<<"Press ESC to Quit"<<endl;
pImgGray=cvCreateImage(size,8,1);//define gray level image
//framework created by cvCreateImage()
cvCvtColor(pImgBgr,pImgGray,CV_RGB2GRAY);//trun BGR image to
//gray level image
pImgBin=cvCreateImage(size,8,1);//binary image pointer and
//create a binary image framework

pImgYcc=cvCreateImage(size,8,3);//creature chromatic
//abberation image framework
cvCvtColor(pImgBgr,pImgYcc,CV_BGR2YCrCb);//trun BGR image to
//YCrCb
pImgSkin=cvCreateImage(size,8,1);

//define skin color image

for(int i=0;i<height;i++)
for(int j=0;j<width;j++)
((uchar *)(pImgSkin->imageData +
i*pImgSkin->widthStep))[j]=0;//initializing
pImgBlob=cvCreateImage(size,8,1);//blob image
cvCopy(pImgSkin,pImgBlob,NULL); //initializing blob image
for(int i=0;i<height;i++)//detect skin color pixel
{
for(int j=0;j<width;j++)
{
CvScalar valuePixel;
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valuePixel=cvGet2D(pImgYcc,i,j);//acquire the value
//of pixel from YCbCr image. Ignore luminance value valuePixel.val[0].
//Need valuePixel.val[1] andvaluePixel.val[2].
if( ( (valuePixel.val[1]>=m_cr_min)&&(valuePixel.val[1]<=
m_cr_max) )&&( (valuePixel.val[2]>= m_cb_min)&&(valuePixel.val[2]<=
m_cb_max) ) )//to dect if a pixel is a skin color
((uchar *)(pImgSkin->imageData +
i*pImgSkin->widthStep))[j]=((uchar *)(pImgGray->imageData +
i*pImgGray->widthStep))[j];//assign pixel value of gray level image
to skin framework.
}
}

//for(int i=0;i<height;i++)
//for(int j=0;j<width;j++)
cvThreshold(pImgSkin,pImgBin,
0,255,CV_THRESH_BINARY);//Binarization use threshold value
blobs = CBlobResult( pImgBin, NULL, 0 );//use
//cvblobslib_OpenCV_v8_3 toolbox to find the largest blob.
blobs.Filter( blobs, B_EXCLUDE, CBlobGetArea(), B_LESS, 600 );
//filtering small blob

CvScalar pixel;
pixel.val[0]=255;

pixel.val[1]=0; pixel.val[2]=0;

for (int i = 0; i < blobs.GetNumBlobs(); i++ )
//blobs.GetNumBlobs()=1 if there is no other skin color object in the
camera
{
currentBlob = blobs.GetBlob(i);
currentBlob->FillBlob( pImgBlob,pixel);//fill the rest
//part of image
}
IplConvKernel* element= cvCreateStructuringElementEx( 5, 5, 0,
0,CV_SHAPE_ELLIPSE, NULL ); //define morphologic processing
cvMorphologyEx( pImgBlob, pImgBlob, NULL, element,
CV_MOP_OPEN,1 );//open processing
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cvMorphologyEx( pImgBlob, pImgBlob, NULL, element,
CV_MOP_CLOSE,1 );//close processing
cvReleaseStructuringElement(&element);
//CvMoments

moments; //定义不变矩

//CvHuMoments hu; //定义Hu不变矩
//ShowImage(pImgBlob);
cvMoments(pImgBlob,&moments,1);
cvGetHuMoments(&moments,&hu);//calculate moment variants
}

int probfeature=4;//defne number of feature:
//hu.hu1,hu.hu2,hu.hu3,hu.hu4.
double prelabel = 0;//the type of label
svm_node x[5];//define struct used
svm_model* model=svm_load_model("newModel");
if(model == NULL)
{
AfxMessageBox("load model fail.");
CDialog::OnTimer(nIDEvent);
return ;
}
for(int j=0;j<probfeature;j++)
x[j].index=j+1;//assign index
x[probfeature].index=-1;//the end of index is -1
x[0].value=hu.hu1;//hu.hu1
x[1].value=hu.hu2;//hu.hu2
x[2].value=hu.hu3;//hu.hu3
x[3].value=hu.hu4;//hu.hu4
prelabel=svm_predict(model,x);//predict
if(abs(hu.hu1) < 1e-6 && abs(hu.hu2) < 1e-6 && abs(hu.hu3) < 1e-6
&& abs(hu.hu4) < 1e-6)
{
prelabel = 0;
}

m_frame_result[m_frame % 4] = prelabel;
m_frame ++;
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if(is_debug == 1)
{
CvPoint p;
p.y = 0;
p.x = 320 *(m_frame % 4);
MyCopy(pRgb, pDebugOriginal, p);
p.y = 0;
p.x = 320 * (m_frame % 4);
MyCopy(pImgSkin, pDebugSkin, p);
p.y = 0;
p.x = 320 * (m_frame % 4);
MyCopy(pImgBin, pDebugBin, p);
p.y = 0;
p.x = 320 * (m_frame % 4);
MyCopy(pImgBlob, pDebugBlob, p);
}

if(m_frame % 4 == 0)
{
//show the result of the program.
int i;
int j;
int ret = 0;
for(i=0; i< 4; i++)
{
for(j= 0; j< 4;j++)
{
if(m_frame_result[i] == m_frame_result[j] && i != j)
{
ret = m_frame_result[i];
goto find;
}
}
}
find:

CString temp = "No input";
if(ret == 0)
{
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temp = "No input";
}
else if( ret == 1)
{
temp = "Increment";
}
else if( ret == 2)
{
temp = "Decrement";
}
else if( ret == 3)
{
temp = "Volume";
}
else if( ret == 4)
{
temp = "Channel";
}
else if( ret == 5)
{
temp = "TV/AV";
}
else if( ret == 6)
{
temp = "Power On/Off";
}
else if( ret == 7)
{
temp = "Start/Confirm";
}
GetDlgItem(IDC_RESULT)->SetWindowText(temp);
//m_result.SetWindowText(temp);
//cvResize(

if(is_debug == 1)
{
cvShowImage("Original image", pDebugOriginal);
cvShowImage("Skin color Image", pDebugSkin);
cvShowImage("Bin Image", pDebugBin);
cvShowImage("Blobs Image", pDebugBlob);
}
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}
//cout<<"The predicted label is : "<<prelabel<<endl;//
svm_destroy_model(model);//delete model

cvReleaseImage(&pImgYcc);
cvReleaseImage(&pImgSkin);
cvReleaseImage(&pImgGray);
cvReleaseImage(&pImgBin);
cvReleaseImage(&pImgBlob);
CDialog::OnTimer(nIDEvent);
}
void CRCSGUIDlg::OnBnClickedRadio2()
{
// TODO:
}
void CRCSGUIDlg::OnBnClickedButton1()
{
// TODO:
if(is_debug == 0)
{
is_debug =1;
}
else
{
is_debug = 0;
cvDestroyWindow("Original image");
cvDestroyWindow("Skin color Image");
cvDestroyWindow("Bin Image");
cvDestroyWindow("Blobs Image");
}

}
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SVM Train and Predict (Debuge):
#include <stdio.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <list>
#include <svm.h>
#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
using std::ifstream;
using namespace std;
int main()
{
ifstream inFile;
//ifstream inFile1;
svm_problem prob;
prob.l=386;
//double d[40];
double PreLabel[386];
int probfeature=4;
prob.y=new double[prob.l];
svm_parameter param;
int i=0;
double fvalue=0.0;
int totalRight=0;
param.svm_type=C_SVC;
param.kernel_type=RBF;
param.degree=3;
param.gamma=1024;
param.coef0=0;
param.nu=0.5;
param.cache_size=100;
param.C=1024;
param.eps=1e-3;
param.p=0.1;
param.shrinking=1;
param.probability=0;
param.nr_weight=0;
param.weight_label=NULL;
param.weight=NULL;
///*if(param.gamma==0)
// param.gamma=0.5;*/
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//
svm_node *x_space= new svm_node[(probfeature+1)*prob.l];//Create
space for storging every features
prob.x=new svm_node*[prob.l];//Every x point to a sample
//
inFile.open("trainGes.txt");
//To infill data
for(i=0;i<prob.l;i++)
{
for(int j=0;j<probfeature;j++)
{
inFile>>fvalue;
//if(fvalue!=0.0)
x_space[(probfeature+1)*i+j].index=j+1;
x_space[(probfeature+1)*i+j].value=fvalue;
}
x_space[(probfeature+1)*i+probfeature].index=-1;
prob.x[i]=&x_space[(probfeature+1)*i];
if(i>=0&&i<53)
prob.y[i]=1;
else if(i>=53&&i<101)
prob.y[i]=2;
else if(i>=101&&i<159)
prob.y[i]=3;
else if(i>=159&&i<217)
prob.y[i]=4;
else if(i>=217&&i<280)
prob.y[i]=5;
else if(i>=280&&i<335)
prob.y[i]=6;
else if(i>=335&&i<386)
prob.y[i]=7;
}
inFile.close();//Data infilling finished and close file
//////Test if the data has been read successfully
////for(i=0;i<prob.l;i++)
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////{
////

cout<<i+1<<":";

////

for(int j=0;j<probfeature;j++)

////

{

////

//cout<<x_space[(probfeature+1)*i+j].index;

////
////

cout<<x_space[(probfeature+1)*i+j].value;

////
////

cout<<" ";

////

}

////

cout<<endl;

////}
//Build the model
svm_model* model=svm_train(&prob,&param);
svm_save_model("newModel",model);
//svm_cross_validation
////Load SVM Model This part when load external test data
//svm_model* model=svm_load_model("HandModel");
//test sample
//inFile1.open("features.txt");
svm_node x[5];//Used these when load a model.... From here.....
//int probfeature=4;
//int numSample=386;
//int i=0;
//double fvalue=0.0;
//double PreLabel[386];
for(i=0;i<prob.l;i++)//Use training data as test data
{
for(int j=0;j<probfeature;j++)
{
//inFile1>>fvalue;
//if(fvalue!=0.0)
x[j].index=j+1;
x[j].value=x_space[(probfeature+1)*i+j].value;//fvalue;
}
x[probfeature].index=-1;
PreLabel[i]=svm_predict(model,x);
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//cout<<prob.y[i]<<"::"<<PreLabel[i]<<endl;
if((i>=0&&i<53)&&(1==PreLabel[i]))
totalRight++;
else if((i>=53&&i<101)&&(2==PreLabel[i]))
totalRight++;
else if((i>=101&&i<159)&&(3==PreLabel[i]))
totalRight++;
else if((i>=159&&i<217)&&(4==PreLabel[i]))
totalRight++;
else if((i>=217&&i<280)&&(5==PreLabel[i]))
totalRight++;
else if((i>=280&&i<335)&&(6==PreLabel[i]))
totalRight++;
else if((i>=335&&i<386)&&(7==PreLabel[i]))
totalRight++;

}
double accuracy=double (totalRight)/386;
cout<<"The accuracy of classification is : "<<accuracy<<" and the
right ones are :"<<totalRight<<endl;
//inFile1.close();

svm_destroy_model(model);
svm_destroy_param(&param);
delete[] x_space;
delete[] prob.x;
delete[] prob.y;
return 0;
}
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